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ABSTRACT
The present study has been concerned primarily with an attempt 
to explore the relationships between attitudes toward sex roles and 
interpersonal behavior; but also investigated were the effects of task 
and group composition in the Ss' performance. The hypotheses advanced 
were generated from the literature on group processes and from the 
literature on sex roles.
In the first part of the study, administration of the Sex-Role 
Questionnaire (S-RQ) and the 16 PF test, 146 subjects participated. A 
total of 96 subjects completed all parts of the study, including 
participation in group interactions. Subjects were observed under four 
different conditions, designated as: same-sex group, feminine task; 
same-sex group, masculine task; mixed group, feminine task; and mixed 
group, masculine task. Two observers rated the participants' performance.
The S-RQ was factor-analyzed, and the 10 factors obtained were 
subjected to a series of t tests to select those factors on which male 
and female subjects scored significantly different. Seven factors were 
thus obtained: factor A (objective), factor C (assertive), factor E
(competitive), factor F (controls emotions), factor H (intellectual), 
and factor I (rational). The seven S-RQ factors, in addition to factors 
A, C, E, I, and N from the 16 PF, and the variables sex and M-F differ­
ence, were the independent variables in the canonical and multiple 
correlations.
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The following hypotheses were tested and partially supported by 
the data: Hypothesis 1 (interpersonal behavior in groups can be pre­
dicted from knowledge of attitudes toward sex roles); and Hypothesis 2, 
which postulated positive correlations for the stereotyped male j>s (SMs), 
the nonstereotyped female j>s (NSFs), and the variable ascendance.
The overall canonical correlation was .56, suggesting that the 
predictors and the criteria were significantly related. On the basis 
of the loadings in all the correlations, the most promising predictors 
appeared to be factors C and E of the S-RQ, followed by the variable 
sex. M-F difference, however, the one "true" measure of attitudes 
toward sex roles showed a small (and negative) correlation with the 
criteria.
A comparison of male and female scores for all correlation 
analyses revealed the presence of two clusters of scores, identifiable 
as: a cluster of nonstereotyped male j5s (NSMs) and stereotyped female
_Ss (SFs) located lower and farther to the left of the space, and a 
cluster of SMs and NSFs located higher and farther to the right. Female 
scores, furthermore, were generally lower than the scores of the male 
subjects.
Hypotheses 3 and 4, postulating an effect of task and group com­
position on the Ss1 performance (specifically, for friendliness and 
participation) were not supported. Hotelling's T^ test failed to show 
significant differences as a result of the two different variables.
Three main conclusions were derived from the results; S-RQ 
factors C and E were the best predictors of overall group performance,
followed by the variable sex; the best predictors of group performance
did not consist of attitudes toward sex roles, but rather, of sex-related
variables; and, femininity in itself appears to be related to less-




Interest in groups and group processes is a widespread occurrence 
in contemporary psychology. Outputs from different sources, sometimes 
merging together, sometimes following parallel (or not so parallel) 
developments, have contributed to the popularity of the phenomenon.
In a recent book, Goldberg (1970) traces some of the origins of 
group sensitivity and related varieties of experience. He credits the 
early leaders of progressive education (Dewey, William James) with 
providing the impetus for group training. Goldberg sees as their main 
accomplishment the shift in teaching methods from "the expert-student 
situation to free discussion and give-and-take of ideas within small 
groups" (p. 96). Another turning point in the emerging field of groups 
came with the development of the Human Relations Management training 
program of the 1920's, under the leadership of Elton Mayo and his asso­
ciates. Their main accomplishment was the formation of "peer-oriented 
discussion groups into a training technique" (p. 97). Thus, the 1920's 
saw the development of consultation services to business, industry, 
education, and social and religious organizations.
A decade later, the influence of Kurt Lewin brought new impetus 
to the developing field of group dynamics, and provided a theoretical 
framework for the narrower area of laboratory training. Lewin's most 
fundamental construct was that of "field," where "all behavior is
conceived of as a change of some state of a field in a given unit" 
(Cartwright [ed.], 1951). The person and his environment are seen as 
variables which are mutually dependent upon each other, and, thus, of 
interdependent factors" (Cartwright [ed.], 1951). The totality of these 
factors is given by Lewin-the name of "life space."
In 1946 Lewin had the unique opportunity of serving as research 
staff member in a leadership conference held at State Teachers College, 
Connecticut. As researcher, Lewin undertook the task of testing 
"several hypotheses about the effects of conference experience in the 
condition of differential effects among participants in terms of trans­
fer of behavioral changes to back-home situations" (Bradford, Gibb, and 
Benne, 1964). Group discussions (of back-home problems) and role- 
playing were the methods chosen by the laboratory staff. No provisions 
had been made for the analysis of here-and-now material; however, as it 
turned out, by the end of the workshop the value of here-and-now dis­
cussions had been established. Lewin's death, in 1947, deprived further 
laboratories of a valuable resource.
A summary of the most important aspects of laboratory training 
after this early (1946-1948) period is offered by Benne (in Bradford, 
Gibb, and Benne, 1964). Benne states that the history of the T Group and 
of its place in laboratory designs can be divided into two periods.
"The first period, roughly from 1949 through 1955, is marked by a variety 
of experimental attempts to create training formats and technologies to 
serve learning objectives seen as extraneous to those peculiarly within 
the province of the T Group" (p. 87). The outcome of this approach,
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Benne states, was a virtual segregation of T Group activities. The 
second period, "roughly from 1956 to the present, is marked by efforts 
to reintegrate T Group experiences into the designs of laboratories"
(p. 8 8 ).
From clinical practice, via Tavistock, England, came another 
influence to the study of group processes. W. R. Bion, a disciple of 
Klein, had become increasingly dissatisfied with the prevailing psycho­
analytic techniques. After World War II, Bion (and later, his successor, 
Rice) began conducting leaderless group discussions with military 
psychiatric patients. Of primary importance in his approach was the 
study of group tensions. Bion encouraged the group members to acknowl­
edge and understand the existence of tensions; and insisted on exploring 
tensions whenever they occurred, instead of waiting for a scheduled 
group meeting.
Another important influence on group training is psychodrama.
The technique, as described by Moreno, "provides for direct expression 
of the patient's emotional disturbance, for he is encouraged to act out 
various life situations related to his difficulties" (Goldberg, 1970). 
Moreno is quick to emphasize the relationship between his technique and 
the cathartic method of the ancient Greeks.
Turning now from the earlier origins of the group dynamic move­
ment to research conducted in the area, one finds three basic approaches. 
The first approach involves the measurement of change (or changes) that 
an individual may experience as a result of the group experience. 
Unfortunately, research designed to evaluate the effects of participating 
in groups has produced inconclusive results.
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A study by Howard (1969), investigated the effects of struc­
tured laboratory training exercises in the interpersonal behavior of 
college students. Her subjects underwent weekly two-hour sessions for 
a period of eight weeks; and were administered the Barron Ego-Strength 
Scale, the Interpersonal Behavior Scale, and the Tennessee Self-Concept 
Scale, at the beginning and at the end of the series of sessions. Howard 
reported that: a) participants admitted to more changes in interper­
sonal behavior than the control subjects; b) participants showed a sig- ' 
nificant increase in self-esteem; and c) high-ego strength j>s changed 
more than low ego-strength Ss.
Brook (1968), in a similar experiment, explored changes in self- 
concept as a function of participation in a sensitivity-training experi­
ence. His study focused on two aspects of self-concept, self esteem 
and defensiveness, as measured by the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale and 
by the subjects' ability to accept mildly derogatory statements about 
themselves. Brook concluded that self-esteem did not increase as a 
function of the experience, and that the level of defensiveness was not 
reduced. Bachtold (1969) worked with young students who volunteered to 
meet bi-weekly in small groups to discuss topics of their choice. An 
analysis of pre-scores and post-scores on the Survey of Interpersonal 
Values indicated that a) gifted girls revealed significantly greater 
value for making decisions and less value for accepting prescribed 
rules, and b) gifted boys were significantly higher on independence and 
lower on the conformity dimension.
A second approach to research with groups deals with those
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aspects of the group experience itself which may have an effect on the 
performance of the participants. Studies of this type usually involve 
repeated measures on the same subject (or group of subjects) under 
varied conditions. The groups are generally more task-oriented than 
sensitivity or training groups, and meet for a shorter period of time.
A related question that these studies attempt to answer is what people 
perform better--or worse--under the different conditions.
Morris (1966) summarizes a series of studies which show that 
the nature of the task significantly affects the participants' inter­
actions. He offers, in addition, a paradigm for conceptualizing dif­
ferent kinds of tasks. He quotes a study by McGrath in which three 
general types of tasks in small group research are described: a)
creativity tasks--those'which call for generation of original and 
creative ideas, b) negotiation and discussion tasks--those which call 
for evaluation of a "case" or an issue and the reaching of a group 
consensus, and, c) problem-solving tasks— those that require the inte­
gration of information and the specification of a solution or a plan.
Carter and Nixon (1949) investigated the relationship between 
four criteria of leadership and three different tasks. They found that, 
in a dyad situation, subjects who emerged as leaders in an intellectual 
task were also the leaders when performing a clerical task. The third 
task, however, (mechanical assembly) gave only low intercorrelations 
with the other two situations. In another investigation of the 
criteria of leadership, Carter, et: aj.. (1950) found two main factors 
which they identified as intellectual leadership and leadership based
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on manual skills. Their conclusion was that any study of leadership 
ability must make reference to the specific situation involved.
One other study of the effects of task and group characteris­
tics on group performance is that of Kent and McGrath (1969). They 
studies the specific effects of task type, group sex composition, and 
ordinal position of task presentation on the quality of written group 
products. Their findings indicate that task type was the most impor­
tant determinant of performance, followed closely by sex composition of 
the groups. Another finding was that problem solving groups were 
characterized by high action orientation; production tasks by high 
originality, and discussion tasks by high involvement on the issue.
Personality and Interpersonal Behavior
In addition to studies that investigate the effect of the group 
experience on the participants, and to studies that explore those 
group-related variables that may affect performance, a third approach 
to group research involves the attempt to determine what relationship—  
if any--exists between an individual's personality and his performance 
in a group situation. Once some basic relationships are established,, 
the problem becomes one of prediction: what must one know about
individual X in order to predict his performance in a group? (short, 
of course, of observing him in group interaction). Or, further, what 
is the minimum that one needs to know about individual X, and still be 
able to predict how he will interact in a particular group situation 
under certain conditions. A related problem involves specifying what 
kinds of measures will yield maximum prediction with maximum
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efficiency. These questions have not been totally answered, but 
attempts have been made by different investigators, and partial an­
swers have been provided.
Borg (1960) investigated leadership qualities of air force 
officers in small groups. He identified those variables that had been 
frequently mentioned in the literature on groups, and developed a test 
battery that would measure them. Factor analysis of the battery 
yielded four factors: assertiveness, power orientation, rigidity, and
aggressive nonconformity. His findings also showed that, among these 
factors, assertiveness was the most promising as a predictor of 
leadership ratings by peers.
Cervin (1957) reports that an individual's emotionality affects 
his performance in a two-person situation. For his study he developed 
a Guttman scale of emotional responsiveness, and used it as a measure 
of the independent variable. High emotionality was found to be related 
to a) greater participation in the discussion, b) shorter latency, and 
c) fewer changes of opinion.
The relationship between aspects of personality and quality of 
interaction in groups was studied by Kelly (1966) in a psychiatric 
population. For his independent measure Kelly used the patients' 
scores on the MMPI manic scale and on the Guilford-Zimmerman sociability 
scale. His findings show that high scorers, when observed in a group 
therapy setting, asked more questions, gave more opinions, expressed 
more feelings, and were generally more talkative.
A review of the literature in the area of personality and
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performance in small groups has been compiled by Mann (1959). In order 
to handle the 150 studies and 500 different measures which his review 
encompasses, Mann devised a set of seven dimensions that have been 
frequently isolated in factor analytic studies of personality: sensi­
tivity, intelligence, adjustment, extroversion, dominance, masculinity- 
femininity, and radicalism-conservatism. He then looked for 
relationships between these seven variables and a) two measures of 
status in the group: leadership and popularity; and bj four behavioral
variables: total activity rate, task activity, socio-emotional activ­
ity, and conformity. His major finding was that the best predictor of 
individual performance in groups is intelligence, followed closely by 
adjustment.
A comprehensive study on the problems of measurement and predic­
tion in a training group was conducted by Bennis, ej: al. (1957) with 
participants of a summer workshop at Bethel. Their purpose was to 
explore the relationship between test scores and group behavior, and to 
determine which tests, among the various ones they used, were better 
predictors of performance. Bennis, et_ al, reported that the 16PF and 
the FIRO-B were not effective instruments for the prediction of the 
behavior observed in the groups; and that, furthermore, the two most 
sensitive instruments were those developed by the authors for the 
purposes of their study. Their conclusion was that instruments must be 
developed specifically for the social context under study.
Although Bennis, _et _al. failed to obtain significant results 
using the 16PF questionnaire, a series of studies reported by Cattell,
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Eber, and Tatsuoka (1970), suggest that the 16 PF has consistently 
correlated with some aspects of group performance. Among the findings 
they reported: high A individuals make more socio-emotional positive
remarks; high C persons are named by more people in the group as indi­
viduals they want to "keep close to"; high E Ss are rated as not 
integrating, though they themselves feel free to make remarks; high F 
J3s are more frequently called friends; high G jJs are recorded as show­
ing high total participation; high I j3s slow the group and make nega­
tive remarks; high L Sis receive few friendly tallies; high N Ss 
receive unusually few ratings as hinderers; high 0 .Ss are not satisfied 
with the group and tend to feel not accepted; high Q-̂  jSs are voted 
poorly integrated in the group; high Q2 .Ss show overt criticism of 
group actions; high Q3 Ss make a high percentage of judgmental remarks; 
and high Q4. Ss tend to be dissatisfied with the group leadership.
The discrepancy between the findings reported by Cattell, and 
those of Bennis, et: al. could possibly be explained in terms of the 
specific social situations which they were studying.
In the area of personality and interpersonal behavior the most 
ambitious and comprehensive studies so far have been conducted by Bales 
and his associates at Harvard University. On the basis of a) person­
ality traits of the individual, as measured by personality tests, b) 
observations of overt behavior of the individual during group meetings, 
c) classification of the content of value-statements made by the indi­
vidual during group sessions, d) ratings of the individual made by 
other group members and by observers, and e) guesses by the individual
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of the ratings and evaluations he will receive from others, Bales 
arrives at a classification system for 26 personality types. The three 
dimensions of his system (which may be present in any combination in 
any individual) are: U vs. D (toward material success and power vs.
toward devaluation of the self), P vs. N (toward equalitarianism vs. 
toward individualistic isolationism), and F vs. B (toward conservative 
group beliefs.vs. toward rejection of conservative group beliefs).
Bales has also developed a questionnaire for classifying any individual 
into any of the 26 group roles on the basis of rating of his group 
interaction.
Summarizing, the studies reviewed so far have focused on a) 
the effects of a group experience on the participant, b) group-related 
variables which may affect performance, and c) personality variables 
and their relationship to group interaction.
Two additional studies will be mentioned, important in that 
they take into account the interaction between group-related variables 
and personality variables. Megargee, et al. (1966) divided their sub­
jects according to their scores on the dominance scale of the California 
Personality Inventory. They found that when high Do (dominance £>s were 
paired with low Do _Ss and exposed to a situation in which one had to 
lead and the other follow, the high Do individual assumed the leader 
role 90 percent of the cases if the instructions stressed leadership.
If the instructions did not stress leadership, however, the high Do _Ss 
assumed leadership only in 56 percent of the cases. The authors con­
cluded that "the conditions under which leadership is to be exercised
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are as important as the personality trait of dominance in determining 
whether or not dominant behavior will be manifested."
Strodtbeck (in Roseborough, 1953) studied husband and wife dyads 
in three different cultures, as they attempted to resolve opinion dif­
ferences . The cultures under study differed in the way the status of 
women was defined: powerful among the Navahos, less powerful in a
Texas community, and least powerful among the Mormons. Strodtbeck 
found that the participation and authority of husbands and wives in the 
experimental sessions closely matched the definition of power relations 
in their culture. Like Megargee, Strodtbeck concluded that personality 
factors are important, but that they are only "one set of a complex of 
conditions which interact with one another to determine the behavior 
which is eventually manifested— the other sets being social structural, 
cultural, and situational factors."
Sex Differences, Sex Roles, and Personality
The above studies suggest that the interpersonal behavior mani­
fested by an individual is a function of a number of variables.
Directly or indirectly, some of the studies reviewed (Strodtbeck, 1953; 
Kent and McGrath, 1969) imply that masculinity and femininity may have 
important personality correlates, or vice versa.
Proponents-of-the biological viewpoint have focused upon 
strength, intelligence, and creativity as male attributes, and, thus, as 
evidence of male superiority. Guber, in a recent book by Goldman (1969) 
presents arguments and counter-arguments for the biological viewpoint.
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She states, for instance, that "while men are recognized to be stronger 
than women, women have been found to possess superior capacities to 
withstand the physical and psychological effects of such stresses as 
starvation, exposure, fatigue, and shock. Mortality figures for all 
causes are higher for males. . . . "  Along the same lines, Garai and 
Scheinfield (1968) acknowledge that each sex has special physical 
assets and liabilities. They view less physical strength as the prin­
cipal female handicap, while viewing females' faster rate of maturation 
as a distinct advantage.
Arguments from the psychoanalytic school in many ways espouse 
the biological viewpoint. To Freud, women's envy of men was biologi­
cally based. Envy was not a consequence of males' superior strength, 
however, but of men's possession of a penis. Freud postulated one 
prototype for humanity— the male. The female, lacking a penis, was a 
defective or castrated male. Personality differences were seen by 
Freud as stemming from anatomical and physiological sex differences: 
penis envy was seen as giving rise to the feminine trait of jealousy; 
whereas passivity and masochism resulted from woman's receptive function 
during sexual intercourse.
Deutsch, in her classic volumes on The Psychology of Women 
(1944), closely adhered to Freud's basic concepts. She sees a boy's 
more active sexuality as leading to "a stronger turn toward reality, and 
toward conquering the outside world"; whereas woman's preoccupation with 
her own mind results in the development of the feminine traits of 
intuition and subjectivity. For Deutsch motherhood is the only means
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by which a woman may become "fully active and rooted in life." Woman's 
objectivity, and intellect, on the other hand, can only develop at the 
expense of emotionality.
Not all of Freud's followers have adhered to his views. Many, 
while remaining in the mainstream of psychoanalytic thought, have 
revised the orthodox position on female sexuality. As a woman, Horney 
strongly objected to the concept of penis envy as the determining 
factor in the psychology of women, and criticized Freud's view as 
being unfair and sex-biased. Instead, she insisted that feminine psy­
chology is based on lack of self confidence and in an overemphasis of 
the love relationship, and has little to do with anatomical differ­
ences.
Another woman, Clara Thompson, argues that women's envy of man 
is based, not on penis envy, but on the superior status given to men 
in our culture. She sees feminine personality traits as products of 
cultural conditioning and not as the result of biological determinism. 
With the recent emphasis on equality between the sexes, and with the 
search for theories in support of the equality argument, Thompson's 
views have become very popular among contemporary writers.
Natalie Shainess, in a recent article (1969), summarizes the 
opinions of a growing number of students of feminine psychology. She 
defines masculinity and femininity as "the psychic and behavioral 
components of optimal biologic function . . . "  adding that "optimal 
function is not necessarily expressed quantitatively but rather, 
qualitatively . . . optimal function results from mastery of the
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individual's social as well as sexual circumstances." Like Thompson 
and Horney, Shainess rejects many of the traditional theories on female 
psychology on the basis that these were evolved by men, and thus, "have 
a self-serving perspective on women and take for granted the superior 
position they (men) have occupied in most societies."
Advocates of cultural (as opposed to’ biological) factors in sex 
differences find additional support in contemporary Role Theory. In 
Role Theory, human behavior is defined as the product of the interaction 
between self and role; while sex role is said to consist of "all the 
behaviors, attitudes, and psychological characteristics that are 
socially defined and expected of a person because of his or her status 
as a male or female in a given culture" (in Goldman, 1969, p. 67). 
Similarly, Linton claims that "the individual must be studied in rela­
tion to the demands his society makes upon him . . . since all societies 
expect different things from men and from women, one can't understand 
the behavior of any particular man or woman without knowing what these 
expectations are" (in Goldman, 1969, p. 69).
Related investigations expand the view: Rabban (1950) found a
clearer and earlier awareness of sex-role patterns among working class 
children than among middle class children; Komarovsky, in her well 
known "Functional analysis of sex roles" (1950), traces differences in 
sex roles to differential upbringing of boys and girls (boys are en­
couraged to become emancipated earlier and are allowed a higher degree 
of privacy, girls are held to a more exacting code of filial and kin­
ship obligations); Barry, Bacon, and Child (1957), in a cross cultural
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survey, found that societies characterized by large, cooperative family 
units emphasize sex-role differences in child rearing, whereas the 
opposite was true in societies characterized by small, isolated fami­
lies. Finally, Orr, a psychoanalyst, after reviewing anthropological 
and historical evidence, concludes that "any statement on women should 
be in the context of race, class, social and economic position in a 
given culture and era" (Orr, 1968).
While the Freudian notions about women were being worked and 
reworked by one school, and the influence of cultural factors on sex 
differences was being advocated by another, a third development was 
taking place in psychology, under the direction of Terman and Miles.
In Sex and Personality (1936) , the authors applied, for the first 
time, the scientific tradition in psychology to the study of personal­
ity differences between males and females. The book traces the steps 
involved in the construction of the first test of masculinity- 
femininity (m-f), and then presents the authors1 research with the 
newly developed instrument. Terman and Miles concluded that important 
differences exist between males and females, in terms of personality, 
interest, and vocational choices.
The list of authors who have followed the steps of Terman and 
Miles is vast. Most of the research reported in the literature 
involves a comparison of male and female subjects either on a particu­
lar trait or on an inventory of traits. Bennett and Cohen (1959) 
undertook an extensive project designed to investigate the self-concept, 
motives, values, and concepts of 1300 subjects. From their data they
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derived five major principles: a) masculine thinking is a modification
downward in intensity of feminine thinking (due to the prolonged depen­
dency of the child on female figures); b) masculine thinking is oriented 
more in terms of the self, feminine thinking is oriented in terms of 
the environment; c) masculine thinking anticipates rewards and punish­
ment determined more as a result of the adequacy or inadequacy of the 
self, feminine thinking anticipates rewards and punishment determined 
more as a result of the friendship (love) or hostility of the environ­
ment; d) masculine thinking is associated more with a desire for 
personal achievement and accomplishment, feminine thinking is associated 
with desire for love and friendship; d) masculine thinking finds more 
value in malevolent and hostile actions against a competitive society, 
feminine thinking finds more value in freedom from restraint in a 
friendly and pleasant environment. Specific hypotheses were also 
derived, including: a) compared to men, women feel greater social
empathy, warmth, and social orientation; b) women feel greater inade­
quacy of function; c) women feel greater controlled rage (less overt 
aggressiveness, more covert hostility), d) compared to women, men feel 
greater need for personal attainment (accomplishment, status, and 
recognition); and, e) masculinity is a feeling recognized more by its 
absence in women than by its presence in men.
In a different study, Sherman (1971), enumerates several psy­
chological traits and offers evidence to support the existence of sex 
differences. Intellectually, she states, females are more verbal, but 
males have keener spatial perception and excel in mathematics,
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geometry, science, and mechanical aptitude; emotionally, females are 
more conforming, dependent, and less willing to take risks, while males 
are more aggressive and forward; socially, females show more interest 
in people, whereas men are more professionally ambitious and achieve 
more. Sherman concludes that compared to females, male thinking is 
less intense, more concerned with achievement and less concerned with 
love and friendship.
Sciortino (1969) performed two separate iterative factor 
analyses on the scores of the General Adaptability Adjective List (GAAL) 
for 100 male and 102 female subjects. For the male sample, the factors 
obtained were liveliness, congeniality, vigor, warmth, leadership, and 
tolerance. Cooperativeness, responsiveness, promptness, and briskness 
were obtained for the female sample, Sciortino concluded that the 
factorial structure of the GAAL items reflect sex differences.
Cattell, et al. (1970, pp. 100-34), discussing male and female 
differences as measured by the 16PF, report that in women, factor C 
(affected by feelings vs. emotionally stable) shows a "decided shift of 
emphasis from general emotionality toward the emotionality of worry, 
anxiety, and neurotic fatigue." The pattern of factor E (humble vs. 
assertive) appears to have a somewhat different loading pattern for men 
than for women. In women, the dominance traits of hypochondria, 
socially poised, prominent, and attention getting, are more highly 
loaded in the E factor than they are in men. Factor F (sober vs. happy- 
go-lucky) again reveals sex differences, with females emerging as more 
talkative and cheerful; and, factor I (tender-mindedness) also has been
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found to correlate significantly with femininity. An interesting point 
is that Cattell identifies factor I as one of the most environmentally 
determined dimensions of personality and accepts that, perhaps I may be 
similar to a culturally-determined masculinity-femininity component.
The personality correlates of masculinity have also been investi­
gated by Harford, Willis, and Deabler (1967). They administered the 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, the 16PF, the General Aptitude Test 
Battery, and the Study of Values test to 213 male subjects. Their 
findings indicate that while masculinity was associated with aloofness 
and a tough poise, it was also associated with guilt proneness, anxiety, 
and neurotic tendencies.
Of all the traits investigated, anxiety appears to have received 
the most attention, the consensus being that females are significantly 
more anxious than males. Russell and Sarason (1965) found that fears 
of all types were more prevalent among women than among men, in a 
sample including three age levels. Quarter and Laxer (1969) report 
that female high school students scored higher than the male subjects 
on the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale. An item analysis demonstrated 
that 12 of the 50 items were responsible for the higher female scores. 
Gall (1969) also found a significant relationship between femininity 
and TMA scores. She interprets her findings, however, as showing that 
females are more likely than males to admit to a higher level of 
anxiety.
CHAPTER II
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
If, as the above studies indicate, important personality dif­
ferences exist between males and females, one would expect that they 
would be manifested in interpersonal behavior. Not surprisingly,
Bales (p. 9), has found that in his three-dimensional model, women 
occupy a position further downward, considerably more positive 
(equalitarian) and slightly backward (less conventional) from men. 
Further, "men are about equally distributed between the upward and 
downward parts of the space, with a few more in the downward part, but 
women are definitely found more frequently in the lower part of the 
space. The differences . . . are about what might be expected from the 
cultural stereotypes of the male and female adult sex roles. . . . "
Bales' findings raise interesting possibilities. What kinds of 
interpersonal behaviors could be expected of individuals who reject 
their sex-role stereotype? Would knowledge of an individual's attitude 
toward his (her) sex role help in the prediction of aspects of his 
performance in a group situation? Finally, would knowledge of the 
specific conditions involved (that is, task and group-related variables) 
add to the accuracy of the predictions?
In an attempt to answer the questions raised, a number of mea­
sures have been drawn from two different sources— from the literature 
on sex differences and the literature on group processes.
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related to attitudes toward sex role were referred to as the indepen­
dent variables, while variables related to performance in a group 
situation were the dependent variables.
Independent Variables: Personality and Attitude Measures
The Sex-role Questionnaire.--The main instrument in the present 
study was the sex-role questionnaire (S-RQ), developed by Rosenkrantz, 
et al. (1968) for the purpose of assessing the perception of sex roles. 
The questionnaire consists of 82 items (an earlier version contained 
12 2) selected to sample, as broadly as possible, characteristics on 
which the sexes are thought to differ. Each item is arranged in a 
bipolar fashion, with the poles separated by 60 points (see Appendix
I).
Although the S-RQ is a recently developed instrument, its use so 
far has been relatively extensive. Most of the research has been 
directed at either a) establishing relationships between attitudes 
toward sex roles and other variables, or b) increasing the validity of 
the questionnaire, as well as its applicability. As an illustration 
of the former, several studies will be summarized. Rosenkrantz, et al. 
(1970) investigated the relationship of sex-role perception with age 
and marital status. Their findings show that the masculinity and 
femininity responses of college students are more extreme, more highly 
polarized than the responses of their parents1 generation. The authors 
interpreted the greater polarization of sex roles by the students as a 
reflection of an "over-generalization of sex-role characteristics in
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the absence of concrete experience with members of the opposite sex." 
They concluded that perceptions of sex roles are not constant across 
groups differing in age, and that, one must be careful of not making 
unjustifiable generalizations.
In another investigation Vogel, et al. (1971) studied the rela­
tionship between maternal employment and perception of sex roles. They 
found that college students whose parents had both been employed out­
side the home perceived significantly smaller differences between 
masculine and feminine sex roles than did students whose fathers had 
worked but whose mothers had remained at home. They also found that 
maternal employment affects the perception of both the masculine and 
feminine sex roles, even though the fathers of both groups were uni­
formly employed outside the home.
Clarkson, et aj.. (1970) studied the relationship between family 
size and sex-role stereotypes. Their findings indicate that women who 
"hold relatively masculine self-concepts have significantly smaller com­
pleted families than women who hold more stereotypically feminine self 
concepts. The authors do not attempt to establish a cause and effect 
relationship. For this purpose, they recommend a longitudinal study.
With respect to the second issue under consideration--those 
aspects of research that have been directed at increasing the validity 
and the usefulness of the questionnaire--several points need to be 
clarified. In the first place, the concept of sex-role stereotype 
implies extensive agreement among individuals as to the characteristic 
differences between men and women. It may be expected, then, that items
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endorsed as stereotypic by one population may not be considered as such 
by a second population. This is precisely what in fact happens, 
although the number of stereotypic items endorsed by various samples 
remains sufficiently large and consistent to lend support to the valid­
ity of the questionnaire. Clarkson (1970), for example, reports 57 
stereotypic items, while Vogel (in press) reports only 41 items and 
Rosenkrantz (1970) 37 items. These variations are interpreted by 
Brovermann as reflecting differences in the various samples in terms of 
age, marital status, and, to some extent, education. She recommends 
establishing the stereotypic items in each new sample until a larger 
pool of subjects, representative of the population in general, becomes 
available.
A second point is that all items of the questionnaire have been 
further categorized in terms of their social desirability, based on 
social desirability ratings obtained from a separate college sample 
(see Appendix II). In the study by Clarkson (1970), the positive pole 
of the male-valued stereotypic items was found to describe a "rational, 
competent, active, mature individual who is capable of functioning 
effectively in our society." These male-valued, stereotypic items have 
been termed "competency cluster." The positive poles of the stereo­
typic female-valued items, on the other hand, are reported as describing 
a "gentle, sensitive, expressive individual." These adjectives were 
summarized under the term "warmth and expressiveness," and constitute a 
separate cluster.
It becomes obvious by now that the sex-role questionnaire may
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yield a number of scores: a) three scores, one each for Male (M),
Female (F) and Self (S) on the male-valued stereotypic items; b) three 
scores, one each for M, F, and S on the female-valued stereotypic items; 
c) a Difference (D) score between the M and F responses; and, d) the 
absolute position of the S response in terms of masculinity or 
femininity.
The 16PF Questionnaire.-"Like the sex-role questionnaire, the 
16PF has revealed differences in response pattern between male and 
female _Ss. Of interest to the present study are those factors (A, C,
E, I, and N) where males and females score significantly different from 
each other; factors which, in addition, could possibly be classified in 
terms of the competence cluster or the warmth and expressiveness 
cluster described by Clarkson. The combination of both kinds of data 
was expected to produce a better predictor of the interpersonal 
behaviors to be observed.
Independent Variables: Task, Sex, and Group Composition
Task variables.— Studies on male and female differences, at 
least in the Western culture, indicate that some interests can be classi­
fied as either typically masculine or typically feminine (Maccoby, 1963; 
Terman and Miles, 1936). Related to masculinity are such dimensions as 
need for achievement and interest in object-mastery; related to 
femininity are affiliative needs and interest in mastering relationships 
with people (Garai, 1968). In the present study, all j>s were observed 
while engaged in a) a feminine task, and b) a masculine task. The
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masculine tasks involved (1) construction of a group montage on the 
subject of "a successful career," or (2 ) group discussion on either 
"what is important to be a success in professional life," or what quali­
ties make for a good girl-friend. The feminine tasks involved (1) con­
struction of a group montage on the subject of "love," or (2 ) group 
discussions on either "what are the qualities of a fulfilling, 
satisfying marriage," or "what qualities make for a good boy-friend."
Group-composition Variables.--The third class of variables ex­
plored was the effects of the group composition on the individuals.
The correlation between attitudes toward sex roles and performance in 
a same-sex group as opposed to a mixed-seses group (and vice versa) 
was investigated.
Sex.— Enough has been said already on the subject of male and 
female differences to indicate that sex had to be included as an 
independent variable in the present study.
Dependent Variables
The purpose of the present study was to arrive at a series of 
predictors of interpersonal behavior in a group situation. Naturally, 
what was to be predicted had to be clearly specified. A review of the 
literature on group processes helped to identify those variables that 
consistently show up in studies of group interactions.
The Group Semantic Differential (GSD) test developed by Bennis 
and Burke (1961) measures perceptions, by T Group members, of a variety 
of concepts relevant to group functioning and member behavior in groups.
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The scales used in the construction of this test were derived from 
several sources, such as Osgood's factors of semantic meaning Schutz's 
group dimensions, and Carter's group factors. Each concept was rated 
on a seven-point continuum. A factor analysis of the 19 scales of the 
GSD test based on participants' ratings of the other members of their 
group was performed, using Hotelling principal axis method. Three 
factors were found to account for 86 percent of the variance: friend­
liness, or positive evaluation factor; dominance, or potency factor; 
and participation, or activity factor.
Borgatta (1962), using a revision of Bales' Interaction Process 
Analysis was able to extract three factors: activity rate, socio-
emotional support, and antagonistic activity, as clearly differentiated 
areas of group performance. He was, however, unable to find a correla­
tion between these factors and personality measures from the 16PF and 
the Guilford-Zimmerman questionnaires.
Carter (1954) claims that in assessing the behavior of indi­
viduals participating in small groups, only three, or at the most, four 
independent dimensions of behavior can be evaluated. These dimensions 
he identifies as; individual prominence, group goal facilitation, and 
group sociability.
In Bales' three-dimensional conceptualization, the variables 
that can be observed in a group setting are; ascendance vs. passivity, 
equalitarianism vs. individualism, and conservative beliefs vs. uncon­
ventional beliefs. These variables have been described in more detail 
in the introductory section.
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From a different kind of setting— patient and therapist inter­
actions— comes a similar set of variables. In Operational Values in 
Psychotherapy, Glad (1959) proposes a scheme that has managing, passive, 
and participating behavior along one dimension; and affectionate, 
neutral, and aggressive along the second dimension. Glad reported that 
these dimensions captured important nuances of the therapeutic transac­
tion.
Finally, any attempt to isolate the basic interpersonal dimen­
sions found in group situations, must make mention of Leary's diagnostic 
system. Dominance-submission and love-hostility form the primary axes 
of his circular psychogram; with dominance at the top, submission at 
the bottom, friendliness on the right side, and hostility on the left 
side. Leary has subdivided these basic dimensions into 16 sectors, 
each sector offering brief personality descriptions. The system has 
been described as "the most extensive approach to describing interper­
sonal characteristics and relating them to clinical purposes" (Sundberg 
and Tyler, p. 179).
From the above studies three variables have been extracted, to 
constitute the dependent measures in the present study. The criteria 
for selection were a) the variable must appear with enough frequency 
in the various studies reviewed, and b) the variable should be suited 
for a masculinity-femininity context. Thus, the variables selected 
were: ascendant vs. submissive, friendliness vs. unfriendliness, and
high vs. low participation (see Figure 1). Two sets of questions have 



















these variables (see Appendix III), and make up the "Observers' Rating 
Sheet." Since the nature of some of the items is very subjective, 
selection and training of the raters demanded considerable care. Both 
observers were familiar with Bales' categories, and were requested to 
study Bales' chapters on classification of observations. In addition, 
even though the two raters had considerable experience in observing 
group processes, they participated in several practice sessions using 




Certain patterns of interpersonal behavior manifested in a 
group situation can be predicted from knowledge of sex-related vari­
ables, as measured by the S-RQ and the 16PF test.
Bales postulated that women and men occupy different portions 
of a three dimensional space, where "equalitarian," "ascendant," and 
"conventional" are the three dimensions (p. 9). In his study, women 
are treated as one group, while men are treated as a second group.
In the present study, a distinction was made between female Ss who 
conform to stereotyped feminine traits (SFs), and female jjs who do not 
conform to stereotyped feminine traits (NSFs). A similar scheme was 
followed to classify the male £ s : males who obtain high scores on the
stereotyped male traits (SMs), and males who do not conform to the male 
stereotype (NSMs).
It should be remembered that one aspect of the S-RQ is aimed at 
determining how an individual will rate himself/herself on a number of 
variables. Since the variables have been found to have high correlation 
with masculinity or feminity, a measure is provided of the absolute 
position of the S in a bipolar scale, where "feminine" traits comprise 
the low pole and "masculine traits" the high pole. Clarkson, as already 
indicated (see page 2 1 ) found that in a college-age population, most
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male Ss saw themselves as occupying the high pole of the "mature, ra­
tional, active, and competent" cluster; while the majority of the female 
Ss saw themselves as occupying the high pole of the "gentle, warm, 
expressive, sensitive" cluster.
In the present study, a factorially-derived scoring system for 
the S-RQ has been attempted, hoping to extract a number of factors that 
would reflect the "feminine" and "masculine" clusters observed by 
Clarkson. The results of the factorial analysis were to be the basis 
for a scoring system. Application of the scoring system to the responses 
of the male and female j>s would then reveal how members of each sex 
viewed themselves with respect to selected sex-related variables. It 
was expected that NSFs would resemble SMs along several important 
dimensions (i.e., assertiveness, leadership, competency, etc.), while 
the NSMs and the SFs would share important characteristics (i.e., 
warmth, expressiveness, etc.).
A second aspect of the S-RQ is geared towards establishing the 
degree of stereotyped beliefs that j>s might have with respect to sex 
roles, regardless of how they rate themselves on specific traits.
Through the S-RQ M-F score, it is possible to determine whether Ss view 
a specific trait as typically masculine or typically feminine. Previous 
studies (Clarkson, 1970; Rosenkrantz, 1970) have shown that both male 
and female Ss will endorse a substantial number of the S-RQ items as 
being stereotypic, and, furthermore, will attribute most of the posi­
tively valued traits to the male stereotype. The M-F score is obtained 
in such a way that high scores are obtained by Sis holding many
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stereotyped beliefs with respect to male and female roles, and vice 
versa.
Similarly, several of the 16PF factors have been found to differ­
entiate between male and female j>s. Among these, five factors have been 
selected for the present study (factors A, C, E, I, and N) on the basis 
of their resemblance to the items in the two clusters reported by 
Clarkson. It was hoped that the combination of the two sets of factors 
through canonical and regression analyses would separate J3s on the 
basis of their adherence to traditional sex roles; and that these dif­
ferences would in turn be reflected in their performance in a group
situation.
Hypothesis 2
In a three-dimensional space, where the variable "ascendance" 
is assigned to the top half of the space, SM and NSF subjects would be
expected to be distributed on the upward part of the space.
The specific prediction, in the case of SM subjects, followed 
from a body of the relevant literature. Vroegh (1968), in a study on 
masculinity and femininity in the pre-school years, found that students 
classified as "most masculine" tended to be more extraverted and com­
petent when compared to their peers. Leventhal (1968) reported that 
"masculine males" expressed significantly more aggression than non­
masculine males, in a situation requiring an aggressive response. They 
investigated, and rejected, the possibility that their findings could 
be attributed to social desirability.
For the female subjects, hypothesis 2 was derived both from
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the literature on group studies and from research findings with the 
S-RQ. Borg (1960) administered a test battery to 819 Air Force 
officers for the purpose of predicting small-group behavior. Of the 
four factors that he obtained through a factor analysis of the battery, 
assertiveness had the highest correlation (.46) with observed leadership 
qualities. Similar results are reported by Bass (1953), who found that, 
among other variables, the ascendance factor in the Guilford-Zimmerman 
Questionnaire was a good predictor of leadership as rated by peers.
Gough attempted to develop a valid index of leadership in the 
California Personality Inventory, based on leadership ratings for male 
and female high school students. The resulting index was reported by 
Gough to be diagnostic of dominance, self confidence, and aggressive­
ness, at one pole; and of caution, patience, and submissiveness at the 
other.
The above studies suggest a strong relationship between asser­
tiveness, as measured by several inventories, and leadership, as rated 
by peers in group situations. The variable assertiveness, moreover, 
plays an important role in studies with the S-RQ. In the cluster of 
stereotyped male traits proposed by Clarkson (1970), assertiveness 
emerged as one of the principal variables. Thus, assertiveness (and/or 
related traits) was expected to show up as a factor in the S-RQ. 
Individuals with high scores in assertiveness were to be expected to 
display ascendant behavior in the group interactions. A high, positive 
correlation was expected to appear in the canonical analysis between 
the proposed S-RQ "assertiveness” and the dependent variable of
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"ascendance." By the same token, a high correlation with the dependent 
variable of ascendance was expected for the 16PF factor E (dominance). 
Moreover, female j3s obtaining high scores on assertiveness (or related 
traits), were considered as belonging to the NSFs category; and were, 
therefore, expected to share the upper half of the three-dimensional 
space with the SMs.
Hypothesis 3
The degree of friendliness shown by SFs and NSMs will be partic­
ularly susceptible to differences in group composition.
This hypothesis is derived both from studies on sex differences 
and from studies of group processes. In Bales' scheme, individuals 
classified as "N" (toward individualistic isolationism) are individuals 
rated as being resentful, as showing signs of tension and passive resis­
tance, as expressing negative feelings, and as withholding cooperation. 
In short, these were the individuals who appeared to be "unfriendly," 
as opposed to the friendly Ss who aroused admiration, harmonized, and 
helped others contribute.
McKee and Sheriffs (1957) have found that both males and female, 
view the female stereotype in a negative light, while attributing to 
the masculine sex more socially desirable traits. Similar findings 
have been reported by Clarkson (1970), and by Rosenkrantz (1970). In 
the present study, it was expected that a SF would value more highly
the company of male than of female Ss, and would tend to show more
interest and to act in a friendlier fashion in the mixed groups. NSMs, 
especially those sharing with the more stereotyped females such traits
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as "warmth"’ and "expressiveness," might be expected to react in a more 
friendly fashion when faced with the warm and expressive behavior of 
female Ss.
2The Hotelling's T test and the analyses of variance were 
expected to reveal significant differences between the described groups 
of _Ss on the variable "friendliness."
Hypothesis 4
The amount of participation shown by SFs and NSMs will be par­
ticularly susceptible to differences in group task; whereas the partic­
ipation of SMs and NSFs will be least affected by differences in group 
task.
Since an important aspect of feminine psychology is an interest 
in interpersonal relationships, a group discussion emphasizing inter­
personal relationships was expected to be more attractive to SFs and to 
male Sis sharing with the SFs traits in the "warmth and expressiveness" 
cluster than a group discussion emphasizing success and achievement. 
Thus, both groups were expected to participate more under the feminine- 
task condition as opposed to the male-task condition.
NSFs fall in two categories: females who possess both stereo­
typed male traits as well as stereotyped female traits, and females who 
admit to stereotyped male traits exclusively. A parallel distinction 
can be made for SM subjects. Thus, to the extent that NSFs and SMs 
possess both male and female stereotyped traits, differences in par­
ticipation under varied group task conditions were expected to be 
reduced. Again, the Hotelling's T^ test and analyses of variance were





In the first part of the study, administration of the S-RQ, a 
total of 146 subjects participated, including 71 males and 75 females. 
All subjects were single students between the ages of 18 to 24,
(x age = 20) recruited from several Psychology classes at L.S.U. For 
volunteering to participate in the study, the students received extra 
class credit from their instructors.
Of the 146 subjects initially tested, 101 returned to take the 
16PF test, and 96 (48 males, 48 females) came back to participate in 
the group exercises. Since a minimum of 80 subjects was required for 
the canonical correlation (based on an estimate of five subjects per 
variable), the original sample had consisted of 146 volunteers to allow 
for those who would fail to return for all four parts of the experiment.
Procedures
Initially, subjects were administered the S-RQ and the 16PF 
test in two separate sessions. The S-RQ was to be answered in three 
different ways: for the "male" response, the "female" response, and
the "self" response (see instructions in Appendix I). The 96 subjects 
who returned for the third and fourth part of the experiment were 
observed in group exercises and rated on their interactions.
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Subjects were observed during four half-hour sessions, under 
four different conditions: same-sex group, same-sex task; same-sex
group, opposite sex task; mixed group, masculine task; and mixed group, 
feminine task. Three different kinds of masculine and feminine tasks 
were used, to increase the probability that one of the tasks would be 
meaningful. Subjects were observed in groups of eight, either all males 
or all females for the same-sex condition, or four males and four 
females for the mixed condition. They were asked to sit forming a 
circle, and, to facilitate identification by the observers, each was 
given a 12” x 10" cardboard with a letter.
Instructions were deliberately kept at a minimum: "I would like
for you to have a group discussion on the qualities of a fulfilling 
marriage," or ". . . o n  the importance of success in professional 
life," and so forth. For the group montage, subjects sat around a 
table and were provided with a poster-size piece of cardboard, maga­
zines, scissors, and paste. Their instructions were: "I would like for
all of you to work on a group montage on the subject of . . . You may 
work in any way you wish." At the beginning of each exercise partici­
pants were instructed that they would have a half hour to complete the
task; and were asked to stop at the end of the allotted time.
The complete list of instructions, as well as the distribution
of subjects by group and by task are shown on Table 1.
Observers
Two paid observers, one male and one female, rated the partic­
ipants on their group performance. Both observers were graduate
TABLE 1














X 3 7 . . . . x48
Montage, on "a successful career"
Discussion, on "importance of suc­
cess in professional life"
Discussion on "qualities of the 
ideal girl friend"
Montage, on "love"
Discussion, on "qualities of a ful­
filling marriage"
Discussion on "qualities of the ideal 
boy friend"
Montage, on "a successful career" Montage, on "love"
Discussion, on "importance of 
success in professional life"
Discussion, on "qualities of the 
ideal girl friend"
Discussion, on "qualities of a ful­
filling marriage"











Discussion, on "importance of 
success in professional life"
Discussion, on "qualitis of a 
fulfilling marriage"
Females: x^3**x 24 
Males: xi3**x 24
Discussion, on "qualities of the 
ideal girl friend"






Montage, on "a successful career" Montage, on "love"
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students in Psychology with experience in observing group processes. In 
addition, they were familiar with chapters four and five of "Personality 
and Interpersonal Behavior" (Bales, 1970), which deals specifically 
with the classification of types of group interaction.
At the end of each exercise, the observers were given 15 minutes 
to rate all subjects on 21 items (see Appendix III). Subjects were 
asked to remain seated, in order to facilitate identification by the 
observers. During the rating process there was no communication be­
tween the two observers.
Analysis of Data
Sex-role questionnaire.— Data from the S-RQ were analyzed, first 
of all, according to the procedure recommended by the test authors. Of 
the 82 items in the revised form of the test, only 75 were used. Items 
74 to 80, and item number 82 were deleted because there was no informa­
tion concerning their social desirability.
Stereotypic items were obtained by counting, for each item, the 
number of subjects scoring M>F and the number of subjects scoring M<F.
The formula provided in the test instructions (Appendix IV) was then 
applied. Once the stereotypic items for the separate male and female 
samples had been determined, stereotype scores for each subject were 
computed. The present study departed somewhat from the standard instruc­
tions in computing the stereotype items. Instead of reflecting the 
scores to have high scores indicate social desirability, items on which 
the masculine score was on the 10 (low) pole were reflected so that the
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right-hand (70) pole would always indicate the stereotyped male traits. 
Three scores per subject were then obtained: male (M) response,
female (F) response, and self (S) response, with high scores always 
indicating masculinity.
The next step consisted of subtracting, for each item, the score 
for the female response from the score for the male response. The 75 
separate M-F scores were then summed algebraically in order to obtain 
one M-F score per subject. The M-F scores were entered as a left-hand 
variable in the canonical and multiple correlations.
After the data from the S-RQ had been analyzed according to 
standard instructions, factor analyses of the test items were computed. 
The purpose was twofold: a) to investigate whether "male" or "female"
factors could be obtained (comparable to the empirically found male 
and female clusters), and thus complement the empirical validity of the 
questionnaire with factor-analytic techniques; and b) to develop a 
factorially-derived scoring system for the S-RQ through a matrix multi­
plication of an item's loading on a factor times the subject's score on 
that particular item.
Scores for all respondents on 75 items of the S-RQ, self 
response, were intercorrelated, and the resulting matrix was subjected 
to factor analysis. An additional variable, sex, was also included in 
the analysis, increasing the total number of variables to 76. The 
computer program used, Vandsmal, involves the principal axis method, 
with the squared multiple correlation coefficients as diagonal entries 
(Appendix V). Vandsmal rotates according to the Varimax criterion and
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then performs an oblique rotation according to the Promax method. The 
program allows for a maximum of 100 variables.
16PF test.— Responses to the 16PF were scored according to 
instructions in the scoring manual (Cattell and Eber, 1962). Standard 
scores for factors A, C, E, I, and N were obtained from the raw scores. 
Factors A and I were reflected (11-x) so that, as with the S-RQ, high 
scores would always indicate masculine traits.
Criterion measures.— The dependent variables were based on the 
subjects' scores on the Observers' Rating Sheet (Appendix III). Ratings 
were made by the observers on three basic dimensions: ascendance-
submissiveness (items one to ten); friendliness-unfriendliness (items 
11 to 20); and rate of participation (item 21). For part I of the 
rating sheet, all "S" (submissiveness) items were reflected to make all 
high scores indicative of ascendance; for part II, all negative (un­
friendliness) items were reflected so that high scores would indicate 
friendliness. A maximum score of 50 was possible in the first two 
parts, and a maximum of five was possible in part III of the rating 
sheet. Because of the subjective nature of some of the items to be 
rated, a measure of reliability between the two observers was crucial.
A Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation was obtained for 
the ratings of observer X (female observer) and the ratings of observer 
Y (male observer). In addition, and as indicated elsewhere, consider­
able experience in observing group processes was required of the two 
raters.
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Task and group composition variables.— Although also indepen­
dent variables, task and group composition were not included as predic­
tors in the canonical correlation. Under consideration were, basically, 
three measures of group performance and four different conditions. In 
effect, the four by three matrix amounted to a different, set of measures 
and demanded a different type of analysis. What was needed was a test 
that could handle all 12 variables at a time. A MANOVA was considered, 
and discarded, in view of the complications presented by the repeated 
measures. The Hotelling's T^ statistic (Winer, 1962; Morrison, 1967) 
was considered the best choice.
As Table 2 indicates, ascendance is identified as x^, friendli­
ness as X2 , and participation as X3 . The second subscript represents 
the specific condition under which the scores for ascendance, friendli­
ness, and participation were obtained. Thus, x-q, x2 i> anc* x3  ̂represent 
the masculine task, same-sex group condition for each of the three 
performance measures; x ^ ,  x2 2 > an<* x32 ’ rePresent the masculine task, 
mixed group condition; and x-^, X 2 3 »  and X 3 3 ,  represent the feminine 
task, same-sex group condition. The feminine-task, mixed group condi­
tion (X1 4 , X2 4 , and X3 4) is used as a reference column for all the 
pairwise comparisons. The null hypothesis under consideration consisted 
of E (y) = 0, where E (y) = (Ety^, E[y2], E[y3],. . . E[y9]).
If, as predicted, significant results were obtained with the T^ 
test, analyses of variance were to be performed to determine the source
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33 34
N = 96; total number of observations = 384 
p = 9
Hy = E(y) = 0
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of the effect. If significant results were then obtained for task and 
group composition, four sets of canonical correlations were to be run, 
in order to explore the intercorrelations between left-hand and right- 
hand variables under the four possible conditions. In the event that no 
significant results were obtained, the observers1 ratings on every sub­
ject, for each of the performance measures, were to be combined across 
all four conditions. The average ratings per subject, for each of the 
three performance variables (ascendance, friendliness, participation) 
were to be used as the dependent variables in the canonical correlation.
Canonical correlation (C^).--The intercorrelations between the 
predictor and the criteria were studied by the canonical correlation 
method. As developed by Hotelling (in Cooley and Lohnes, 1,962), the 
method provides the maximum correlation between linear functions of two 
sets of variables. "Several linear combinations of the two sets are 
frequently possible. Each pair of functions is so determined as to 
maximize the correlation between a new pair of canonical variates, sub­
ject to the restriction that they be independent of previously derived 
linear combinations" (Cooley and Lohnes, 1966).
In the present study, the left-hand or predictor variables for 
the Cjj consisted of: a) factorially-derived scores from the S-RQ; b)
standard scores from the 16PF test; c) sex; and d) M-F difference.
The criteria, or right-hand variables, consisted of the three 
measures of group performance (ascendance, friendliness, and participa­
tion) obtained through the observers1 ratings (see Table 3). The
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TABLE 3
LEFT-HAND AND RIGHT-HAND VARIABLES IN THE 
CANONICAL CORRELATION
Left-Hand Variables Right-Hand Variables
A. Variables from the S-RQ (factor scores) E. Observers' ratings of
group performance:
B. Variables from the 16PF test
1 . ascendance
C. Sex 2. friendliness
3. participation
D. S-RQ M-F difference
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computer program for the canonical analysis was developed by Cooley and 
Lohnes (1962), and prints the following output: means and standard
deviations of all variables; R 22 ’ an{* R 12 correlat*-on matrices;
Wilks Lambda for total set of CR , with the associated chi-square and its 
degrees of freedom; the chi-squares and degrees of freedom after removal 
of successive roots, and, the canonical correlations and left-hand and 
right-hand weights associated with each.
Multiple correlation (Mg) analysis.--"A useful supplement to, 
but no substitute for, the canonical structure is provided by the mul­
tiple correlation analysis of each variable of each set regressed on all 
the variables of the other set" (Cooley and Lohnes, 1971). M^ provides 
an analysis of the relation among two or more predictor measures and a 
single criterion measure. The analysis yields an equation for predic­
ting the criterion score of a subject from his known set of predictor 
scores.
In the present study, if the overall Cg proved to be significant, 
the predictive value of the left-hand variables was to be investigated, 




Scoring of the S-RQ by the standard procedure.--Stereotypic 
items were obtained for the separate male and female samples, for a 
total of 146 subjects. Table 4 shows those items that were seen as 
stereotyped male traits by the male, female, and combined samples. Of 
interest is the fact that the female subjects defined as stereotypic 
64 of the items, while male subjects did not see themselves as stereo- 
typically consistent, realistic, objective, reckless, strong, active, 
competent, direct, not religious, intelligent, outgoing, loud, intel­
lectual, self-confident, superior, aggressive, humorous, cold, 
extremist, and assertive, they were seen as such by the female subjects.
Most of the socially desirable attributes were assigned to the 
masculine pole by both males and females. Only ten of the stereotyped 
feminine traits were seen as socially desirable, against 27 for the 
stereotyped male attributes. The results are in agreement with previous 
studies with the S-RQ: females hold more stereotypes than males, and
both males and females have a higher opinion of males than of females.
Factor analysis of the S-RQ.--After the S-RQ had been scored by 
the authors' recommended procedure, factor analyses of the 75 test items 
(plus the variable sex) were computed for the self response. The first 
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the Items loading on several factors. The latent roots were therefore 
examined to determine what the optimal number of factors should be.
Since plotting of the latent roots (Scree test) showed "breaks" in the 
linear function at points four, seven, and ten, three additional factor 
analyses were computed, rotating for four, seven, and ten factors.
The first solution (for four factors) was immediately discarded: 
the factors included too many items to be meaningful. Appendix VI 
shows the S-RQ items and their respective loadings (only items with 
loadings over 25 are shown) for the seven-factors hand rotation 
described above. The question of how many factors made for the best 
possible solution was still not completely answered. Thus, two sets of 
hand rotations were performed using the reference vector structure 
obtained by factor analysis. The factors were taken two at a time, 
and all loadings greater than .25 were plotted on graph paper. A total 
of 66 graphs were plotted, 21 for the set of seven factors, and 45 for 
the set of ten factors.
After all the points had been plotted, the groups were compared 
with each other (see Table 5). The contents of the three additional 
factors obtained from the 10-factor rotation (as opposed to the seven- 
factor rotation) appeared to be sufficiently different from all other 
factors to justify their inclusion. Items in factor H, for instance, 
appeared to be related to intellectual processes; factor I appeared to 
be measuring "rationality"; and items in factor J were related to the 
seeking of new experiences. Rotating for 10 factors was thus indicated 
as the best solution. Only five items were left out, with loadings> .25.
TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF ITEM CONTENT FOR TWO HAND-ROTATIONS OF S-RQ
7 Factor 10 Factor items Showing High Loadings and High CorrelationsRotation Rotation & o & &
A 8, 30, 33, 42, 68, -32, -34
B B 1, 15, 25, 26, 27, 28, 36,40, 60, 61, 71, 72, -37, -47
C C 1, 4, 17, 23, 46, 55, 56, 57, 58, 74, 75
D D 11, 19, 43, 51, 54, 62, 73, -59
G E 16, 29, 31, 42, 47, 49, 53, 64, -8
E F 7, 9, 13, 20, 31, 32, 34, 38, 44, 48, 50, 59, 63, 67, 73, -sex
F G 41, 46, 52, 62, -14
H 11, 42, 53
A I 2, 3, 5, 6, 12, 30, 71, -54




The items not included were numbers 22 (strict), 35 (knows the way of 
the world), 45 (never gives up easily), 65 (takes extremes), and 19 
(reckless).
Table 6 presents the ten factors with their source items (by 
number and name) and their loadings. The factors were named according 
to item content. Thus, the high pole of factor A (skilled in business, 
not idealistic, objective . . .) describes an "objective, practical" 
person; the high pole of factor B (unaware of feelings, cold, not under­
standing . . .) describes a "cold, insensitive" individual; the high 
pole of factor C (dominant, self-confident, aggressive . . .) describes 
an "assertive, self-confident, strong" personality; the high pole of 
factor D (uninterested in own appearances, sloppy . . .) describes a 
person who, basically, is "not concerned about appearances"; the high 
pole of factor E (competent, competitive, ambitious, acts as a leader 
. . .) fits the description of an individual who is "competitive and 
acts as a leader"; the high pole of factor F (never cries, not emotional, 
never worries . . .) describes a person who "controls emotions"; the 
high pole of factor G (loud, outgoing . . .) describes an "outgoing, 
gregarious" individual; the high pole of factor H (intellectual, 
interest in generalities . . .) describes the classical "intellectual"; 
the high pole of factor I (rational, consistent, realistic . . .) 
describes a person who is "rational and logical"; and, finally, the 
high pole of factor J (reckless, seeks new experiences . . .) describes 
an "adventurous" individual.
Interestingly, the socially desirable items were present in
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TABLE 6
S-RQ ITEMS WITH LOADINGS OF .25 OR MORE ON 10 ROTATED FACTORS
Source
Number Loading Item Name
FACTOR A : OBJECTIVE, PRACTICAL (six items)
33* .53 skilled in business
18* .52 likes math and science
68 .49 does not enjoy art and literature
8 .42 not idealistic
66* .41 separates feelings from ideas
10* .39 objective
FACTOR B: COLD (twelve items)
40 .71 unaware of feelings
61 .71 cold
28 .67 not helpful to others
36 .62 not kind
72 .60 does not express tender feelings
60 .57 not understanding of others
27 .55 rough
25 .54 not able to devote self to others
15 .53 ungrateful
26 .45 blunt
71 .35 uncomfortable when people express emotions
37 -.43 willing to accept change




56* .67 feels superior
57 .63 runs the show
4* .63 independent
1* .62 aggressive
58* .60 comfortable about being aggressive





Number Loading Item Name
FACTOR D: NOT CONCERNED ABOUT APPEARANCES (five items)
43 .68 uninterested in own appearance
51 .63 sloppy
73* .42 not concerned about appearances
54 .36 careless
59 -.49 good sense of humor
FACTOR E: COMPETITIVE, ACTS AS LEADER (seven items)
31* .63 competent
29* .57 competitive
16* .51 minds things not clear
64* .51 ambitious
49* .49 acts as a leader
24* .49 active
47* .45 does things without being told
FACTOR F: CONTROLS EMOTIONS (thirteen items)
48* .73 never cries
7 .72 not emotional
21* .71 not excitable in a minor crisis
38* .68 feelings not easily hurt
20* .63 not excitable in a major crisis
13* .62 not easily influenced
44* .59 makes decisions easily
50* .58 never worries
67* .54 not dependent
32* .52 worldly
9 .51 hides emotions
63* .49 little need for security
34* .45 direct
FACTOR G: OUTGOING, GREGARIOUS (five items)
52 .71 loud
46* .62 outgoing
41 -.36 not religious
62* -.41 does not care about groups




Number Loading Item Name
FACTOR H: INTELLECTUAL (three items)
53* .63 intellectual
11* .59 interest in generalities
42* .50 intelligent
FACTOR I: RATIONAL, LOGICAL (six items)
2* .64 rational
3* .62 practical




FACTOR J: ADVENTUROUS (three items)
70* .65 restless
39* .64 adventurous
69* .56 seeks new experiences
* Indicates social desirability.
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most, but not all of the factors. Factor A had high loadings for six 
items, and four of these were socially desirable. For factor B, none 
of the 12 items were among the socially desirable traits. Factor C had 
nine socially desirable traits out of ten items; and factor D, one out 
of five. Factor E showed all seven items to be socially desirable, 
while factor F showed all but two. Factor G had two socially desirable 
items; factors H and J all three; and, all six items in factor I were 
socially desirable.
Sex, the 76th variable included in the factor analysis, had 
high negative loadings on three of the factors obtained for the promax 
solution. Factor A (objective, practical) had a -.39 loading for sex; 
factor C (assertive, self-confident) had a -.42 loading; and factor F 
(controls emotions) had a -.63 loading. Since sex was coded as "one" 
for male subjects and "two" for female subjects; and since in the S-RQ 
the high (70 pole) scores always indicated masculinity, the negative 
loadings seemed to suggest negative correlations between the three 
factors and femininity.
Although sex loaded highly in only three of the ten factors 
under investigation, the variable was present in most factors to a 
noticeable extent (> .10 but <.25). In view of the importance of the 
sex variable in the present study, a further step was taken to explore 
the relationship of sex to the subjects1 responses on the S-RQ. The 
factors involved in this next step were the ten factors obtained from 
the hand rotation.
The scores of the male subjects on each of the items loading
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on a factor were compared to the scores of the female subjects on the 
same items by means of the "t" test. A total of ten "t" tests were 
computed (one per factor), with 99 degrees of freedom assigned to each. 
As Table 7 indicates, significant results were obtained for seven out 
of the ten factors.
Matrix Multiplication.--The seven factors that discriminated 
between the male and the female responses were selected for the matrix 
multiplication. The subjects1 scores on the individual items of the 
S-RQ were weighted (multiplied) by the loading of the item on factors 
A, C, E, F, H, I, or J. The weighted scores for the separate items on 
each factor were added, in order to obtain one score per factor per 
subject.
When the scores for all the subjects, for each of the seven 
factors were subjected to a matrix multiplication, a 146 by seven 
matrix was obtained. The mean scores for the weighted items for male 
and female jSs are shown in Table 8.
16 PF Test
The raw scores for factors S, C, E, I, and N were computed for 
all subjects and subsequently transformed into standard scores. The 
standard scores on factors A and I were reflected so that the high pole 
of all factors would be comparable to the high pole of the S-RQ. Table 
9 shows the mean scores and range of scores for the 101 subjects (48 
males, 53 females) on factors A, C, E, I, and N.
Scores to the 16 PF, unlike the scores to the S-RQ are not
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TABLE 7
"t" VALUES FOR ITEMS IN 10 ROTATED FACTORS OF THE 
S-RQ, FOR MALE AND FEMALE J3s
Factor df "t" Value
A (objective) 99 4.85*
B (cold 99 1.39
C (assertive) 99 4.46*
D (not concerned about 
appearances)
99 1.56
E (competitive) 99 3.38*
F (controls emotions) 99 7.63*
G (outgoing) 99 0.64
H (intellectual) 99 2.94*
I (rational) 99 5.09*
J (adventurous) 99 2.68*
*Signifleant at .01 level.
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TABLE 8
MEAN SCORES FOR THE WEIGHTED ITEMS FOR MALE AND FEMALE SUBJECTS ON
SELECTED S-RQ FACTORS










MEAN STANDARD SCORES AND RANGE OF SCORES FOR 101 SUBJECTS 
(48 MALES, 53 FEMALES) ON FIVE FACTORS OF THE 16-PF TEST
Factor Male Subiects Female Subjects
Mean Score Range Mean Score Range
A° 5.52 2 - 9 6.23 3 - 9
C 4.95 1 - 9 4.71 1 - 8
E 5.68 2 - 9 5.92 3 - 9
1° 4.74 1 - 9 4.85 1 - 9
N 5.69 2 - 9 5.43 1 - 8
°Indicates reflected items.
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consistently higher for male j3s. On the contrary, the means for factors 
A (reflected to indicated detached, critical), E (assertive), and I 
(reflected to indicate tough-minded) are somewhat higher for the female 
Ss. These findings contradict previous results reported by Cattell, 
Eber, and Tatsuoka (1970).
Dependent Measures
After the various scores for independent variables had been 
computed, attention was turned to the ratings of group performance.
The coefficients of correlation for the two raters are presented on 
Table 10. As the table indicates, the reliabilities vary widely.
Some items have consistently low reliabilities across the four group­
ings (items 9, 17, and 18); while others (items 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 
and 20) have both low and high reliabilities.
Because a canonical analysis requires relatively high reliabil­
ities when more than one observer is used,^ only those items where the 
correlation was greater than .65 for all four groups were considered 
acceptable. The only items meeting this requirement were: items
number 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 for category I (ascendance-submissiveness): 
items number 11, 12, 14, and 15 for category II (friendliness- 
unfriendliness); and item number 21, measuring degree of participation. 
The latter had the highest reliabilities across all four groupings.
Since the lowest reliabilities had occurred in items measuring 
negative traits (that is, passivity, unfriendliness), the observers'
■*-Dr. C. Allen, University of Tennessee Psychology Department, in 
personal communication.
TABLE 10
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR TWO OBSERVERS1 RATINGS OF GROUP PERFORMANCE







1. assumes responsibility .852 .794 .836 .766
2. gives suggestions .798 .845 .757 .770
3. addresses group as a whole .721 .684 .678 .794
4. seems to be addressed to .735 .757 .755 .839
5. seems introvert .630 .473 .413 .626
6. seems to accept authority .347 .382 .477 .509
7. tends to devaluate self .318 .436 .308 .412
8. makes decisions .861 .756 .758 .828
9. asks for suggestions .267 .195 .277 .130
10. talks only when addressed to 5.92 .466 .587 .657
11. seems to assume success .720 .770 .705 .818
12. arouses admiration .684 .700 .653 .763
13. seems friendly .372 ,421 .464 .538
14. helps others contribute .710 .692 .707 .762
15. harmonizes .633 .688 .735 .723
16. seems resentful .437 .543 .373 .591
17. withholds cooperation .291 .146 .265 .144
18. shows tension .325 .315 .339 .225
19. offers support .548 .343 .403 .447
20. expresses feelings .496 .405 .230 .440
21. rate of participation .906 .827 .868 .791
O'oj
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ratings for the least reliable items were studied to determine whether 
the results might have been due to an observer's bias. The ratings to 
each item for each subject, made by observer Y were subtracted from 
ratings made by observer X. A tally was made of the deviations of 
either observer, across all subjects, for each individual item.
Results show that for item 9, the total number of deviations 
having a positive sign (observer X > observer Y) was 16; the total 
number of deviations having a negative sign (X <  Y) was 82. For item 
17 the total number of deviations with a positive sign was 11, while 
the total number of negative deviations was 95. For item 18, the total 
number of positive deviations was only two, against a total number of 
106 for the negative deviations. These results indicate that, for the 
items having lowest reliabilities, the female observer (observer X) 
consistently assigned less extreme ratings to Ss of both sexes than the 
male observer. In contrast, for the positively valued items, no such 
pattern of response was found in either observer.
The last step consisted of obtaining the average score given to 
a subject, by the two observers, for those items that were considered 
to have acceptable reliabilities. If on item 1, for example, observer 
X had given a subject a rating of four, and observer Y a rating of five, 
the mean score assigned to the subject was 4.5. The assigned scores 
were punched on IBM cards to be used as right-hand variables in the 
canonical correlation.
oHotelling's T test for task and group composition
The obtained Hotelling's T^ for p=9 and N=96 was .097. The
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test parameter, .988, was not significant at the .05 level, indicating 
that the task and group composition variables had no effect on the Ss1 
performance.
Since nonsignificant results were obtained for the two vari­
ables, the average score for the four separate conditions (male task—  
mixed group, male task— same-sex group, female task— mixed group, and 
female task--same-sex group) was obtained for every for each of the 
three dependent measures. These three scores became the criterion 
variables in the canonical correlation and in the multiple correlation.
Testing of the Hypotheses
Hypothesis l.--The canonical correlation method was used to 
explore whether attitudes toward sex roles are significantly related 
to interpersonal behavior in a group situation.
In Table 11, matrix R ^ ,  the intercorrelations among the pre­
dictors is presented. Only correlations.15 are reported. The 
matrix of intercorrelations among criteria is reported in Table 12.
It is evident that very high correlations exist among the three depen­
dent variables, suggesting the presence of a common component. The 
highest correlations are found between ascendance and participation.
Table 13 summarizes results directly related to Hypothesis 1. 
The maximum canonical correlation is .56, significant at the .05 level. 
Therefore, there is at least one significant way in which predictors 
and criteria are related. No other significant correlations exist 
after the first pair of canonical variates are determined.
TABLE 11
Rn : INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG PREDICTORS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 —  .36 .22 .48 .32 .55 — — .29 — .20 — .44 —
2 .51 .39 .28 .50 .28 .18 .22 .21 .28 — .40 —
3 — .37 .21 .38 .27 — .17 .15 .29 — .32 —
4 .22 .46 — — .25 — .30 — .61 .17
5 .25 — — — — -- — .28 —
6 — — .17 — .17 — .46 —
7 — — .20 — — .26 —
8 — — — — -.20 —
9 — .21 .17 — —































0 0.316 0.562 0.532 57.94 42
1 0.154 0.392 0.779 22.97 26
2 0.080 0.281 0.920 7.60 12
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The contributions the individual variables make to the signif­
icantly related canonical variates may be seen from Table 14. The 
loadings indicate that variables 2, 13, 6, 3, and 8 are the best predic­
tors of group performance. The loadings obtained from the canonical 
correlation were multiplied by the subjects' scores on the individual 
variables, and combined into one weighted score per subject. The 
weighted scores were compared to the standardized observers' ratings on 
the three dependent variables, as shown in Table 15. To facilitate the 
presentation, only 48 values, the upper and lower quarters of the dis­
tribution are reported. As a further illustration, the selected 
canonical variates were plotted against their corresponding right-hand 
canonical variates, and are presented in Figure 2.
A comparison of the weighted scores for male and for female Ss
reveals that 76 percent of the females are found on the lower half of 
the distribution, against only 24 percent for the male Ss. Figure 2 
illustrates the male Ss occupying a higher section of the space than 
the female Ss. When compared to male lower-scorers, however, the high-
scoring female Sis are located at a higher level.
The results of the C„ appear to support hypothesis one: inter-
personal behavior in a group situation can be predicted from knowledge 
of selected sex-related variables. Further, the postulated distinction 
between SFs and NSFs, and SMz and NSMs appears to be valid and to 
have predictive value.
Hypothesis 2 .--Once an overall correlation had been established 




.41 S-RQ factor C (assertive) .97 ascendance
.24 Sex .22 participation
.21 S-RQ factor E (competitive) .02 friendliness
.13 16 PF factor N (shrewdness)
.12 16 PF factor C (higher ego-strength)
.12 S-RQ factor H (intellectual)
.09 16 PF factor E (dominance)
.08 16 PF factor I (tough-minded)
.03 S-RQ factor A (objective)
-.01 S-RQ factor J (adventurous)
-.13 M-F difference
-.13 S-RQ factor F (controls emotions)
-.21 16 PF factor A (reserved)
-.22 S-RQ factor I (rational)
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TABLE 15
COMPARISON OF LEFT-HAND AND RIGHT-HAND CANONICAL VARIATES FOR 
THE LOWER AND UPPER QUARTERS OF THE DISTRIBUTION*
_S Number Sex L-H Value R-H Value
Lower 65 F -2.40 -0.83
Quarter 51 F -2.28 -1.42
61 F -2.19 -0.77
71 F -2.19 -1.56
17 M -2.13 -0.73
94 F -2.04 -2.13
62 F -1.93 -1.18
6 M -1.41 -0.94
26 M -1.34 -1.46
86 F -1.32 0.52
55 F -1.14 0.01
60 F -1.11 -0.42
87 F -1.10 -1.74
77 F -1.07 1.26
56 F -1.04 0.34
66 F -0.95 -0.32
47 M -0.89 -0.21
12 M -0.89 -0.64
93 F -0.88 -0.64
89 F -0.75 0.54
81 F -0.73 -0.35
74 F -0.70 -0.64






1 M 0.75 0.88
Quarter 59 F 0.75 -0.89
9 M 0.76 0.35
39 M 0.80 -0.61
25 M 0.87 0.33
20 M 0.98 1.32
32 M 1.01 1.34
13 M 1.05 0.38
36 M 1.04 0.95
85 F 1.08 -0.67
48 F 1.10 0.17
64 F 1.12 0.41
15 M 1.23 1.20
43 M 1.13 0.32
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TABLE 15 (continued)
j3 Number Sex L-H Value R-H Value
38 M 1.19 -0.12
3 M 1.22 0.14
8 M 1.53 0.42
46 M 1.82 0.81
45 M 2.07 1.08
14 M 2.09 1.38
27 M 2.10 2.01
31 M 2.30 -0.25
4 M 2.33 1.16
18 M 2.56 1.26









O Female S_s 
• Male Ss
- 2- -
-2.5 -2 -1 Predictors
FIGURE 2
CANONICAL VARIATES FOR 48 SUBJECTS
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relationship between the predictors and the variable ascendance. Table 
16 presents the values for the 14 predictors, arranged by rank, and 
clearly indicates that variables 6, 3, 2, 5, and 13 have the highest 
predictive value. Variable 6 carries a negative sign, suggesting that 
rationality and ascendance are negatively correlated.
The loadings obtained from the were multiplied by the jSs1 
scores on the predictors, and combined into one regressed score per j>. 
Table 17 shows a comparison between the regressed values and the 
standardized observers' ratings, for Ss falling in the upper and lower 
quarters of the distribution. The 48 values are again seen in Figure 3 
in graph form.
A comparison of all the regressed values for male and female Ss 
reveals that 56 percent of the females are found on the lower half of 
the distribution, against only 32 percent for the male S>s. Figure 3 
however, shows two separate clusters, each one composed of both male 
and female subjects. SMs and NSFs appear to be located farther to the 
right and higher than SFs and NSMs, although there is some overlap 
present. The results are in agreement with hypothesis 2.
Hypotheses 3 and 4 .— The two hypotheses postulating differences
in friendliness and in participation as a result of task and/or group
composition were not supported by the data. As already indicated,
2Hotelling's T test, computed to include all of the dependent variables, 
failed to reach significance.
Despite the negative findings with the two variables, the data 
for friendliness and participation were further analyzed through
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TABLE 16





3 S-RQ factor E (competitive) .49
2 S-RQ factor C (assertive) .42
5 S-RQ factor H (intellectual) .37
13 Sex .27
1 S-RQ factor A (objective) .05
9 16 PF factor C (higher ego strength) .05
12 16 PF factor N (shrewdness) .05
11 16 PF factor I (tough minded) .03
10 16 PF factor E (dominance) .03
14 S-RQ M-F -.01
7 S-RQ factor J (adventurous) -.03
8 16 PF factor A (reserved) -.08
4 S-RQ factor F (controls emotions) -.11
6 S-RQ factor I (rational) -.50
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TABLE 17
COMPARISON OF LEFT-HAND AND RIGHT-HAND* MR VARIATES FOR THE LOWER 
AND UPPER QUARTERS OF THE DISTRIBUTION FOR VARIABLE 15
J3 Number Sex L-H Value R-H Value
Lower 94 F 1.15 -0.13
87 F 1.35 0.23
Quarter 71 F 1.55 -0.06
51 F 1.65 -0.25
50 F 1.70 0.29
63 F 1.75 0.51
26 M 1.75 -0.02
35 M 1.85 0.21
73 F 1.85 0.59
62 F 1.90 0.01
5 M 2.05 0.40
24 M 2.15 0.38
96 F 2.20 0.21
59 F 2.20 0.71
6 M 2.20 -0.16
65 F 2.25 -0.31
17 M 2.30 -0.64
12 M 2.35 0.14
2 M 2.35 0.67
93 F 2.35 0.20
61 F 2.35 -0.15
85 F 2.40 0.87







7 M 3.81 1.94
91 F 3.81 1.83
Quarter 21 M 3.88 2.03
81 F 3.88 1.31
42 M 3.94 1.95
79 F 3.94 1.69
13 M 3.94 2.27
28 M 4.00 2.11
95 F 4.00 1.61
64 F 4.00 2.67
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TABLE 17 (continued)
j> Number Sex L-H Value R-H Value
89 F 4.06 1.63
86 F 4.13 1.40
52 F 4.13 1.97
10 M 4.25 2.33
4 M 4.31 2.87
80 F 4.31 1.79
8 M 4.31 2.51
14 M 4.44 2.68
45 M 4.44 2.68
92 F 4.50 2.42
46 M 4.56 2.80
9 M 4.75 2.33
20 M 4.81 2.17
83 F 4.81 1.81
*Right-hand variate = ascendance.
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multiple correlations in order to investigate their relationship to the 
predictors. Table 18 presents the^ values for the 14 predictors and 
the variable friendliness. Variables 7, 2, and 6 appear to be the best 
predictors, with variable 6 showing a negative correlation with the 
criterion.
The loadings obtained from the M were multiplied by the sub­
jects' scores on the predictors, and combined into one regressed score 
per j3. Table 19 shows a comparison between the regressed values and the 
standardized observers' ratings for j>s falling on the upper and lower 
quarters of the distribution. The values, plotted on Figure 4, suggest 
a tendency for the criterion to increase with increases in the predic­
tors. Considerable overlap, however, is present.
Comparison of all male subjects against all female subjects 
reveals that 54 percent of the women fall on the lower half of the dis­
tribution, while the figure is only 42 percent for the male Ss.
In Table 20, the£? values for the 14 predictors for the variable 
participation are presented. Clearly, variable 3 is the best predictor, 
followed by variables 6 (with a negative loading), 2, and 13. All 
loadings were then multiplied by the j>s' scores in the predictors and 
combined into one regressed score per j>. The regressed values and the 
standardized observers' ratings are reported in Table 21, and 
presented in graph form on Figure 5.
Comparison of all male subjects against all female subjects 
indicates that 52 percent of the women fall in the lower half of the
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TABLE 18





7 S-RQ factor J (adventurous) .47
2 S-RQ factor C (assertive) .35
5 S-RQ factor H (intellectual) .11
1 S-RQ factor A (objective) .08
3 S-RQ factor E (competitive) .07
13 Sex .04
9 16 PF factor C (higher ego strength) .04
12 16 PF factor N (shrewdness) .04
11 16 PF factor I (tough minded) .03
14 S-RQ M-F -.01
10 16 PF factor E -.01
8 16 PF factor A (reserved) -.08
4 S-RQ factor F (controls emotions) -.11
6 S-RQ factor I (rational) -.29
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TABLE 19
COMPARISON OF LEFT-HAND AND RIGHT-HAND* MR VARIATES FOR THE LOWER 
AND UPPER QUARTERS OF THE DISTRIBUTION FOR VARIABLE 16
Si Number Sex L-H Value R-H Value
Lower 87 F 1.75 1.38
24 M 1.88 2.03
Quarter 51 F 2.00 1.81
35 M 2.06 1.75
71 F 2.06 1.03
50 F 2.19 1.54
37 M 2.31 2.45
5 M 2.38 1.83
12 M 2.38 1.74
62 F 2.38 1.14
57 F 2.50 2.32
17 M 2.56 0.61
73 F 2.63 1.97
94 F 2.63 1.08
66 F 2.69 1.57
65 F 2.75 1.11
63 F 2.75 2.00
59 F 2.81 2.03
29 M 2.88 1.88
22 M 2.94 1.94
39 M 2.94 1.91
27 M 2.94 2.80







7 M 3.81 1.94
91 F 3.81 1.83
Quarter 21 M 3.88 2.03
81 F 3.88 1.31
42 M 3.94 1.95
79 F 3.94 1.69
13 M 3.94 2.27
28 M 4.00 2.11
95 F 4.00 1.61
64 F 4.00 2.66
89 F 4.06 1.63
86 F 4.13 1.40
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TABLE 19 (continued)
_S Number Sex L-H Value R-H Value
52 F 4.13 1.97
10 M 4.25 2.33
4 M 4.31 2.87
80 F 4.31 1.79
8 M 4.31 2.51
14 M 4.44 2.63
45 M 4.44 2.68
92 F 4.50 2.42
46 M 4.56 2.73
9 M 4.75 2.33
20 M 4.81 2.17




















REGRESSED VALUES FOR 48 Ss ON THE VARIABLE FRIENDLINESS
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TABLE 20







3 S-RQ factor E (competitive) .69
2 S-RQ factor C (assertive) .44
13 Sex .26
12 16 PF factor N (shrewdness) .09
7 S-RQ factor J (adventurous) .08
9 16 PF factor C (higher ego strength) .06
11 16 PF factor I (tough minded) .04
5 S-RQ factor H (intellectual) .02
10 16 PF factor E (dominance) .02
14 S-RQ M-F -.01
1 S-RQ factor A (objective) -.07
8 16 PF factor A (reserved) -.11
4 S-RQ factor F (controls emotions) -.13
6 S-RQ factor I (rational) -.60
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TABLE 21
COMPARISON OF LEFT-HAND AND RIGHT-HAND* MR VARIATES FOR THE LOWER 
AND UPPER QUARTERS OF THE DISTRIBUTION FOR VARIABLE 17
_S Number Sex L-H Value R-H Value
Lower 71 F 1.25 1.48
87 F 1.50 1.29
Quarter 51 F 1.75 0.93
50 F 2.00 1.47
17 M 2.00 0.35
73 F 2.00 1.85
35 M 2.00 1.62
62 F 2.25 0.84
94 F 2.25 0.87
65 F 2.25 0.88
40 M 2.25 1.89
24 M 2.25 1.87
93 F 2.50 1.25
59 F 2.50 2.07
2 M 2.50 1.87
12 M 2.50 1.38
26 M 2.50 1.30
5 M 2.50 1.67
37 M 2.50 2.28
70 F 2.75 1.45
63 F 2.75 1.92
16 M 2.75 1.54




Upper 79 F 4.25 1.53
13 M 4.25 2.14
Quarter 46 M 4.25 2.66
28 M 4.25 1.98
21 M 4.25 1.82
25 M 4.25 2.16
23 M 4.50 1.62
32 M 4.50 2.33
77 F 4.50 1.60
83 F 4.50 1.68
36 M 4.50 2.40
44 M 4.50 2.17
80 F 4.75 1.61
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TABLE 21 (continued)
S, Number Sex L-H Value R-H Value
15 M 4.75 2.31
45 M 4.75 2.73
92 F 4.75 2.30
89 F 4.75 1.53
18 M 4.75 2.94
78 F 4.75 2.11
34 M 4.75 1.96
20 M 5.00 2.14
14 M 5.00 2.71
4 M 5.00 2.95
27 M 5.00 2.67
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REGRESSED VALUES FOR 48 S.s ON THE VARIABLE PARTICIPATION
distribution, against 42 percent of the men. Further, as the graph 
illustrates, females tend to occupy a lower portion of the space than 
males, regardless of the predicted value.
CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION
The present study has been concerned primarily with an attempt 
to explore relationships between attitudes toward sex roles and inter­
personal behavior in groups. Also investigated were the effects of 
task and group composition in the subjects' performance. The hypoth­
eses advanced were generated from two bodies of literature.
The design consisted of performing a series of steps for each 
of the two classes of variables, dependent and independent. Each 
successive step in either category was contingent upon results obtained 
in the previous step.
Independent Measures
The first step involved the independent variables, and made use 
of the literature on sex roles, especially of research conducted with 
the S-RQ. After confirming previous findings with the questionnaire 
(that is, the existence of male and female stereotypes, the finding 
that females held more and more negative stereotypes of themselves than 
of males), attention was turned to developing a factorial scoring system 
for the instrument. Of the ten factors obtained, three contained items 
that did not differentiate, significantly, between male and female Ss: 
factor B (cold), factor D (not concerned about appearances), and 
factor G (outgoing).
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In previous research conducted with the S-RQ, the items included 
in factor G had been a definite component of the male stereotype. The 
disparity between present and past finding could be attributed to the 
difference in populations. Broverman (1970) cautions that variations 
in items selected as stereotypic reflect differences in the samples in 
terms of age, marital status, and education.
A second inconsistency between the present study and past 
studies on sex roles occurred with the 16 PF. The means for male and 
female j>s on factors A, C, E, I, and N were presented in Table 9, page 
61. Female jSs, when compared to male Ss, appear to be more reserved, 
dominant, and tough-minded. Exactly the opposite had been reported by 
Cattell, et: aJL., (1970) who state that their results ". . . are 
matched closely by results reported on other forms and other samples 
. . .," and further, that "the magnitudes of the sex differences are 
such that it seems desirable to present separate tables for men and 
women" (p. 71).
Set could be offered as the explanation for the discrepancy, 
since, after all, the 16 PF was administered in the context of male and 
female roles. The S-RQ, however, had been administered in a similar 
context, and female responses had been in the expected direction. In 
fact, among the seven factors where males had scored significantly 
higher than females, included were factors E (competitive), and A (ob­
jective). The item content of these two factors is somewhat comparable 
to the item content of the 16 PF factors A, E, and I.
Another possible explanation for the conflicting findings would
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be that the j5s faked their responses. Faking, however, would be 
easier to accomplish with the S-RQ than with the 16 PF, since S-RQ 
items are less subtle and have greater face validity. So, it could be 
possible that female individuals, especially among college students, are 
resembling males more and more, along important dimensions (as measured 
by the 16 PF), but are, however, afraid to admit to these changes 
openly.
At any rate, seven factors had been obtained for the S-RQ, 
whose items discriminated between male and female responses. In all 
cases, the high pole of the bipolar factors represented the masculine 
response, and gave the name to the factor. Thus, the seven factors 
have been identified as: A (objective), C (assertive), E (competitive),
F (controls emotions), H (intellectual), I (rational), and J (adven­
turous). Their item content, furthermore, closely resembles those items 
ascribed to the male stereotype in previous work with the S-RQ.
Dependent Measures
Before proceeding with further steps involving independent 
measures, attention had to be given to the dependent variables. As 
already indicated, because of the subjective nature of the observers' 
rating sheet, a reliability estimate between the two observers' 
ratings was crucial. As it turned out, some items had to be eliminated 
because their reliabilities were excessively low. Included in this 
group were items 9, 17, and 18— with consistently low reliabilities-- 
as well as items 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, and 20, with at least one low 
reliability among the four conditions.
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Examination of the low-reliability items revealed the presence 
of a response pattern, with observer Y (male observer) consistently 
assigning more extreme scores than observer X, the female observer. 
Interestingly, the response bias occurred for the negatively-valued, but 
not for the socially-desirable items. Thus, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 11,
12, 14, 15, and 21 were considered acceptable, with reliabilities of 
at least .65 across all four groups. Since the bias occurred despite 
the relative sophistication and experience of the raters, further 
research could be aimed at exploring whether female individuals tend to 
view others in a less negative (less critical) fashion.
Hotelling's T^ test
The Hotelling's T^ statistic was computed to determine whether 
the different treatments for task and for group composition resulted 
in significant differences in the j3s' performance, as obtained from 
the observers' ratings. Contrary to expectations, and to previous 
findings reported in the literature on group processes (see Introduc­
tion), both task and group composition failed to reach significance at 
the .05 level.
Previous research had indicated that manipulation of either 
variable can introduce significant differences in subjects' performance. 
Kent and McGrath (1969).in a study of factors influencing group perfor­
mance, concluded that task type and specific task effects were most 
important as determiners of group product characteristics, and that sex 
composition and its interaction were of moderate importance. Order of 
presentation, their third variable, yielded nonsignificant results. In
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Kent and McGrath's study, very distinct types of group tasks were used; 
production, discussion, and problem-solving. It is possible that in 
the present study the topics for discussion were not sufficiently differ­
ent from each other. All four conditions involved some degree of verbal 
or artistic sophistication.
Perhaps another type of distinction, such as domestic vs. 
mechanical, would have been closer to the traditional male and female 
stereotypes and would have been, therefore, more differentiating. The 
question could be explored in further research. As an added caution, 
in future investigations j3s could be asked to undergo the various 
treatment conditions on different days. In the present study, to 
facilitate attendance by the £>s, two different conditions were scheduled 
for the same day.
At any rate, since nonsignificant results were obtained for 
task and group composition, the observers' ratings for each dependent 
variable were averaged across all four conditions. The Sis average 
scores became the right-hand variables in the canonical and multiple 
correlations used in the testing of the specific hypotheses.
Specific Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1 was supported, at least partially, by the test 
data. The overall canonical correlation, significant at the .05 level 
indicated that the predictors and the criteria are related in one 
significant fashion.
The best predictors are to be found among the S-RQ factors: 
factors C (assertive), and E (competitive) were clearly the most
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promising (in addition to "Sex"), at the positive pole. The results 
obtained for assertiveness resemble findings reported by Borg (1960), 
who after studying the relationship of four different measures to 
leadership ability under specified conditions concluded that assertive­
ness was very promising as a predictor.
By comparison, factor E of the 16 PF, the dominance factor, had 
a loading of only .09. In view of the obviousness of the S-RQ items, 
results almost suggest the presence of a self-fulfilling prophecy: jSs
who had rated themselves as assertive and competitive in the S-RQ 
somehow made sure that they would be perceived as such. A study where 
Ss1 group performance could be rated over a period of time would 
clarify whether self-perception, as measured by the S-RQ is reliable, 
or whether the display of assertiveness by high C and high E _Ss was 
merely a temporary phenomenon.
Sex, not surprisingly, had a relatively high correlation with 
the criteria. Since in the Cĵ  males had been coded as "2" and females 
as "1," the results suggest a positive relationship between masculinity 
and the right-hand variables. What was surprising was the negative 
loading shown by the M-F difference— suggesting a small relationship 
between criteria and the holding of sex role stereotypes. In other 
words, the greater the perceived difference between males and females 
(with M  F), the greater the tendency to show negative correlations 
with the criteria. Belief in the traditional sex-role stereotype, then, 
does not necessarily lead to traditional types of behavior.
Results obtained for the M-F variable were of utmost
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significance. M-F was, after all, the only one among the independent 
measures involving a comparison between the "Male" and the "Female" 
responses in the S-RQ. M-F, thus, specifically attempted to measure the 
extent to which subjects admitted to sex role stereotypes. All other 
left-hand variables, excluding sex, were more measures of sex-related 
personality traits, rather than "true" measures of attitudes toward sex 
roles. Results of the present study need, therefore to be qualified. 
Instead of assuming that the criteria have been predicted by attitudes 
toward sex roles, a more precise statement would be that the best 
predictors of group performance consisted of sex-related variables.
Further investigations with the S-RQ, especially with the "Male" 
and "Female" responses, would clarify the relationship between attitudes 
toward sex roles and interpersonal behavior. Perhaps the factors ob­
tained in separate factor analyses for the three response modes could 
be matched, and a factorially-derived M-F difference score obtained.
Three other variables also show noticeable negative loadings 
in the Cĵ : 16 PF factor A (reserved), S-RQ factor I (rational), and
S-RQ factor F (controls emotions). Factor A is the only 16 PF factor 
with a relatively high loading (-.21). None of the other 16 PF vari­
ables, certainly not any at the positive end of the scale, appear to 
show promise as predictors for the variables measured in the present 
study. The results obtained for factor A are not surprising in view of 
the following description offered by Cattell et al, (1970): "the
sizothyme individual is in no sense abnormal, but has a temperamental 
inclination to be cautious in emotional expression, uncompromising and
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critical in outlook, and awkwardly aloof in manner . . . likes things 
of words . . . likes working alone . . (p. 81).
Although these three variables with relatively high negative 
loadings are "masculine" variables, previous research would indicate 
that their correlations with group performance would be negative. To be 
sure, one would not expect an outstanding group performance from re­
served, controlled, individuals. Thus, when speaking of "masculinity" 
as a predictor of group performance, caution must be taken to specify 
the aspects of masculinity involved. At the positive pole are found 
"competitiveness," "assertiveness, and "dominance"; whereas, "rational," 
"controlled," and "reserved" lie at the opposite end.
The best predictors of group performance having been determined,
results obtained for the criteria measures will be examined more
closely. Three important facts stand out: the correlations among the
three dependent variables are very high; all three loadings for the
dependent variables carry positive signs; and, ascendance has a much
higher loading (.97) than either participation (.22) or friendliness
(.02). A comparison of figures 2 and 3 suggests that although the
latter contribute little to the CL, they do contribute enough to makeK
a real difference. The high positive correlations among the three 
criterion variables would seem to indicate an "activity" measure 
(similar to the one proposed by Mann, 1959); or even a "halo effect," 
with active individuals obtaining more exposure, and therefore, per­
ceived as friendlier, more assertive, and higher in participation.
Comparison of results obtained with the MR , especially for
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variables 15 (ascendance) and 17 (participation) in many ways resemble 
results obtained for the Cĵ . For "ascendance," as well as for "par­
ticipation," S-RQ "competitiveness" and "assertiveness" occupy the top 
two positions, with "Sex" as number 4 for "ascendance," and as number 3 
for "participation." Again, these results seem to be a reflection of the 
high correlation existing between "ascendance" and "participation." At 
the negative pole, once more we find the same three factors (16 PF A, 
and S-RQ F and I) occupying the highest rankings.
The main deviation from results obtained with the C is foundR
in the regressed values for variable 16 (friendliness); where the best 
predictor appears to be factor J from the S-RQ. Again, the component 
items of factor J (restless, adventurous, seeks new experiences) seem 
to indicate that high-J individuals would be active and outgoing in new 
situations and would perhaps have a headstart over individuals who might 
need more time to display the described traits. The question of whether 
low-J individuals could eventually "catch-up" (when a situation stops 
being new), and could be rated as "friendlier," could best be answered 
by a study where j3s could be observed for a longer period of time.
At any rate, examination of male and female scores for all 
correlation analyses, reveals the presence of two main clusters: lower
and farther to the left for NSMs and SFs; and higher and farther to the 
right for SMs and NSFs. In all cases, however, males occupy a higher 
portion of the space than females. An ordering by rank is suggested 
from the results, with NSFs consistently falling below SMs.
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Thus, while one aspect of hypothesis 1 was supported (inter­
personal behavior in groups can be predicted), a second aspect--that 
SMs and NSFs could occupy the same portion of the space— was not. A 
parallel conclusion can be drawn from results for hypothesis 2; 
although the variable ascendance can be predicted, SMs, contrary to 
prediction, are located at a higher level than the NSFs.
Hypothesis 3 was not supported: group composition had no effect
on the variable friendliness. Caution should be taken, however, when 
interpreted findings obtained for this variable, in view of its 
positive correlation with participation and ascendance. Perhaps what 
was rated by the observers was not "friendliness" in the traditional 
sense, but rather, as has been suggested elsewhere, the amount of 
exposure risked by the subject.
Hypothesis 4 was not supported by the data: group task had no
effect on the variable participation. Possible explanations for the 
negative results have been offered under the discussion for the 
Hotelling's test.
Finally, it should be noted that for all dependent variables, 
NSFs occupied a lower portion of the space than SMs; and that, in 
addition, the percentage of females in the lower half of the distri­
bution was greater than the percentage of males in the lower half of 
the distribution. Not only did female Ss, then, display the "mascu­
line" traits of assertiveness, leadership, and so forth, to a lesser 
degree than male £>s, but also, the number of females who displayed even 
moderate amounts of the "masculine" traits was much smaller than the
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equivalent number for male _Ss. As Clarkson (1970), Broverman (1970), 
and Rosenkrantz et al. (1970) have indicated, the female stereotype 




The present study attempted to investigate the relationship 
between attitudes toward sex roles, sex-related variables, and inter­
personal behavior. The hypotheses advanced were generated from the 
literature on group processes and the literature on sex roles.
Method
Subjects.--Subjects were 146 volunteers from several psychology 
classes at Louisiana State University. Their age range was from 18 to 
24, and their mean age was 20. Of the 146 Sis who started the study,
96 completed all parts of the experiment.
Instruments.— The Sex-Role Questionnaire (S-RQ), the 16 PF, and 
the Observers' Rating Sheet (ORS) were used to measure the independent 
and dependent variables. The S-RQ was selected because the test was 
specifically designed to measure sex-role stereotypes. Factors selected 
from the 16 PF were those whose items resembled the "warmth and expres­
siveness" and "competency" clusters described in research with the S-RQ; 
and which, in addition, showed significant differences between the 
responses of male and female j3s. The ORS, derived from the literature 
of group processes, consisted of 21 items designed to measure the 
dependent variables of ascendance, friendliness, and participation.
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Procedure.— £s were administered the S-RQ and the 16 PF in two 
separate sessions. For the second part of the experiment, each j> was 
assigned to four different group situations, and his performance rated 
by two observers. The four conditions under which j3s were observed 
consisted of: same-sex group, masculine task; same-sex group, feminine
task; mixed group, masculine task; and mixed group, feminine task.
Design.— Several steps, and a number of variables were involved 
in the experimental design. The first step involved the S-RQ: a)
scoring the instrument for stereotypic items, b) performing a factor- 
analysis of the self response for all Ss, and c) developing a fac­
torial scoring system based on a matrix multiplication of item load by 
subjects' scores.
Selection of the independent variables was contingent upon 
results obtained from the factor-analysis of the S-RQ, since the factors 
to be selected had to differentiate between male and female responses.
A "t" test of the 10 factors originally obtained indicated that seven 
S-RQ factors met the criterion. Thus, the independent variables con­
sisted of: 1) S-RQ factor A (objective); 2) S-RQ factor C (assertive);
3) S-RQ factor E (competitive); 4) S-RQ factor F (controls emotions);
5) S-RQ factor H (intellectual); 6) S-RQ factor I (rational); 7) S-RQ 
factor J (adventurous); 8) 16 PF factor A; 9) 16 PF factor C; 10)
16 PF factor E; 11) 16 PF factor I; 12) 16 PF factor N; 13) Sex; and 
14) S-RQ M-F difference. The dependent variables obtained from the 
items on the ORS consisted of: 15) ascendance; 16) friendliness; and 
17) participation. The effect of two additional independent variables,
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task and group composition, was also investigated.
nAnalysis of data.— A Hotelling's T test was used to determine 
whether significant differences in performance were revealed, as a 
result of task and group composition variables for each of the three 
dependent measures. The C_ method was used to explore the overall rela- 
tionship between the predictors (variables xl to xl4), and the criteria 
(variables xl5 to xl6); and was complemented by a series of multiple 
correlations designed to explore the relationships of the predictors 
to each of the three independent measures.
Hypotheses
Four specific hypotheses were investigated:
Hypothesis 1.— Interpersonal behavior in a group situation can 
be predicted from knowledge of attitudes toward sex roles or other sex- 
related variables.
Hypothesis 2 .— In a three-dimentional space, where the variable 
ascendance is assigned to the top half of the space, stereotyped male 
(SM) and nonstereotyped female (NSF) subjects would be expected to be 
distributed on the upward part of the space.
Hypothesis 3 .— The degree of friendliness displayed by stereo­
typed female (SF) and nonstereotyped male (NSM) subjects will be par­
ticularly susceptible to differences in group composition.
Hypothesis 4 .--The amount of participation shown by SFs and
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NSMs will be particularly susceptible to differences in group task. 
Results
2The Hotelling's T test, designed to test the effect of group 
composition and task, failed to show significant results for any of 
the dependent variables. The ratings made by the observers for each 
of the four treatment conditions were, therefore, combined, and an 
average score obtained for each subject for ascendance, friendliness 
and participation. The three scores were used as the right-hand 
variables in the canonical and multiple correlations.
Specifically, the results partially supported hypotheses 1 and 
2, but not hypotheses 3 and 4. The overall canonical correlation was 
.56, suggesting that the predictors and the criteria were significantly 
related. Both in the canonical correlation and in the multiple correla­
tions several factors emerged as the most promising predictors, includ­
ing factors C (assertive) and E (competitive), from the S-RQ, and the 
variable Sex. Factor J (adventurous) from the S-RQ was the only factor 
to have a very high positive loading (.47) for one of the dependent 
variables (friendliness) and not for the others.
M-F difference, however, the one independent measure involving 
a comparison between the "Male" and the "Female" responses in the 
S-RQ, showed only a small (and negative)loading. Since M-F attempted to 
measure the extent to which subjects admitted to stereotypes; whereas, 
other criterion variables measured sex-related traits, results of the 
present study need to be qualified.
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Examination of the criteria indicated that the three dependent 
variables had high correlations among themselves, and that, further­
more, the variable ascendance had a much greater loading than either 
friendliness or participation. It is apparent, nevertheless, from 
figures 2 and 3, that friendliness and participation contributed enough 
to make a real difference.
A comparison of male and female scores for all correlation anal­
yses revealed the presence of two clusters of scores, identifiable as: 
a cluster of NSMs and SFs located lower and farther to the left of the 
apace, and a cluster of SMs and NSFs located higher and farther to the 
right. Female scores, in addition, were in general lower than the 
scores of the male subjects.
Conclusions
The following conclusions can be derived from the results: 1)
the S-RQ was an appropriate measure of sex role stereotypes for the 
sample used in the present study; 2) the differences in task had no 
effect on Ss1 performance under the conditions of the present study;
3) the differences in group composition had no effect on £>s1 perfor­
mance under the conditions of the present study; 4) of all the vari­
ables used, S-RQ factors C and E were the best overall predictors of 
group performance, and factor J the best predictor of "friendliness";
5) after S-RQ factors C and E, sex was the next most promising overall 
predictor; 6) the best predictors of performance did not consist of 
attitudes toward sex roles, but rather, of sex-related variables; atti­
tudes toward sex roles did not emerge as a predictor; 7) although NSFs
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appeared to behave in a more competitive and assertive fashion than 
SFs and even NSMs, they nevertheless, did not behave as competitively 
or assertively as SMs. Femininity, in itself, appears to be related to 
less-valued types of behavior.
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We would like to know something about what people expect other 
people to be like. Imagine that you are going to meet someone for 
the first time, and the only thing that you know in advance is that 
he is an adult male. What sort of things would you expect? For 
example, what would you expect about his liking or disliking of the 
color red? On each scale, please put a slash and the.letter M (for 




1........ 2 .........3.........4 .........5 . 1 ...... 6 ......... 7
Strong dislike for the color red Strong liking for' the color red
On the following pages are a number of scales like the one 
above. Please place a slash and the letter M above the slash, according 
to what you expect an adult male to be like. You may place your 
slash anywhere on the scale, not just at the numbers. Please be 
sure to mark every item. Start with the example below.
1___   2 ........ 3....... 4 ....... 5 ........6 ........ 7




Not at all aggressive Very aggressive
?, 1........ 2 .........3........ 4 ....... 5 .........6... ..... 7
Very irrational Very rational
1........ 2 .........3........ 4 ....... 5 .........6... ..... 7
Very practical Very impractical
4. 1........ 2 .........3.......




Not at all consistent Very consistent
6 , 1........ 2 .........3........ 4 ....... 5 .........6... ..... 7
Very realistic Not at all realistic
7 1........ 2 .........3........ 4 ....... 5 .........6... ..... 7
Very emotional Not at all emotional
8. 1........ 2 .........3........ 4 ....... 5 .........6... ..... 7
Not at all idealistic Very idealistic
9.
Does not hide emotions at all
,4,
Almost always hides emotions
10. 1........ 2 .........3 ........ 4 ....... 5 .........6... ...........7
Very subjective Very objective
11.
Mainly interested in details Mainly interested in generalities
12.
Always thinks before acting Never thinks before acting
13.








Very grateful Very ungrateful
16. ,4, ,
Doesn't mind at all when Minds very much when things
things are not clear are not clear
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1/. i........ t........
Very dominant Very submissive
18. 1........ 2 .......
Dislikes math and 
very much




Not at all reckless Very reckless
20. 1........ 2 ....... . .3..... .. .4. ....... 5 ....... , .6........ 7
Not at all excitable 





Not at all excitable 
in a minor crisis
Very excitable in a minor 
crisis
22. 1........ 2 .......
Not at all strict Very strict
23.
Very weak personality Very strong personality
24. 1........ 2 ....... . .3..... ...4.,....... 5 ........ .6........ 7
Very active Very passive
25. 1........ 2 ....... . .3......... ...4.,....... 5 ........ .6........ 7
Not at all able to devote 
self completely to others
Able to devote self completely 
to others
26. 1........ 2 .......
Very blunt Very tactful
27. 1........ 2 .......
Very gentle Very rough
28.
Very helpful to others Not at all helpful to others
29. 1........ 2 ....... . .3......... ...4.. ...... 5 ........ .6........ 7
Not at all competitive Very competitive
30. 1........ 2 ....... . .3...... ...4... ...... 5 ........ .6........ 7
Very logical Very illogical
31. 1........ 2 .......
Not at all competent Very competent
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32. 1........ 2 .........3___ _
Very worldly
33. 1........ 2 .........3....
Not at all skilled in 
business
34. 1........ 2 .........3....
Very direct
35. 1........ 2 .........3.....
Knows the way of the world
36......1 ................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Not at all kind
37......1 ................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Not at all willing to 
accept change
38......1 ................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Feelings not easily hurt
39......1 ................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Not at all adventurous
40. 1 ................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Very aware of the feelings 
of others
41. 1................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Not at all religious
42. 1................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Not at all intelligent
43. 1 ................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Not at all interested in 
own appearance
44. 1 ................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Can make decisions easily
45. 1 ................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Gives up very easily
46. 1 ................ 2 .................. 3 .........
Very shy
 5 .........6 .........7
Very home oriented
 5 .........6 .........7
Very skilled in business
 5 ......... 6 .........7
Very sneaky
 5 ......... 6 .........7
Does not know the way of 
the world
 5 ......... 6 .........7
Very kind
 5 ......... 6 .........7
Very willing to accept change
 5 .... ....6......... 7
Feelings very easily hurt
 5 .........6 .........7
Very adventurous
 5 .........6 .........7
Not at all aware of the 
feelings of others
 5 .........6 .........7
Very religious
 5 .........6 .........7
Very intelligent
 5 .........6 .........7
Very interested in own 
appearance
 5 .........6 .........7
Has difficulty making decisions
 5 .........6 .........7
Never gives up easily


















47. 1........2 .........3........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Always does things without Never does things without
being told being told
48. 1........2 .........3........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Never cries Cries very easily
49.... 1........2 .........3........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Almost never acts as a leader Almost always acts as a
leader
50. 1........2 .........3 ........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Never worried Always worried
51.... 1........2 .........3........ 4 ___   5 ......... 6 .........7
Very neat in habits Very sloppy in habits
52.... 1........2 .........3........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Very quiet Very loud
53. 1........2 .........3 ........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Not at all intellectual Very intellectual
54. 1........2 .........3 ........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Very careful Very careless
55. 1........2 .........3........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Not at all selfconfident Very selfconfident
56. 1........2 .........3........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Feels very superior Feels very inferior
57. 1........2 .........3........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Always sees self as running Never sees self as running
the show the show
58. 1........2 .........3 ........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Not at all uncomfortable Very uncomfortable about
about being aggressive being aggressive
59.... 1........2 .........3 ........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Very good sense of humor Very poor sense of humor
60.... 1........2 .........3 ........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Not at all understanding Very understanding of others
of others
61. 1........2 .........3 ........ 4 .........5 .........6 .........7
Very warm in relations Very cold in relations
with others with others
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62......1................. 2 .................3 ...................4 ................ 5 ................. 6 .................. 7
Doesn't care about being Greatly prefers being in a
in a group group
63. 1................. 2 .................3 .................. 4 ................ 5 ................. 6 .................. 7
Very little need for security Very strong need for security
64. 1................. 2 .................3 .................. 4 ................ 5 ................. 6 .................. 7
Not at all ambitious Very ambitious
65. 1 .............. .2 .................. 3 .................. 4 ................ 5 ................. 6 ..................7
Very rarely takes extreme Very frequently takes extreme
positions positions
66. 1................. 2 ................ 3 .................. 4 ................ 5 ................. 6 ..................7
Able to separate feelings Unable to separate feelings
from ideas from ideas
0/ .
Not at all dependent Very dependent
68.
Does not enjoy art and 
literature at all
Enjoys art and literature 
very much
69.
Seeks out new experiences Avoids new experiences
70.
Not at all restless Very restless
71.
Very uncomfortable when 
people express emotions
Not at all uncomfortable when 
people express emotions
72.
Easily expresses tender 
feelings
Does not express tender 
feelings easily
73.
Very conceited about 
appearance





Thinks men are superior Does not think men are










1................. 2 ...................3 .................4 ................. 5 ................. 6 ...........
Very sociable Not at all sociable
1................. 2 .................. 3 .................4 ................. 5 .........6 ...........
Very affectionate Not very affectionate
1 ................. 2 ...................3 .................4 ................. 5 ................. 6 ...........
Very conventional Not at all conventional
1................. 2 .................. 3 ................4. ................ 5 ................. 6 ...........
Very masculine Not at all masculine
1................. 2 .................. 3 .................4 ................. 5 ................. 6 ...........
Very feminine Not at all feminine
1................. 2 ...................3 .................4 ................. 5 .........6 ...........
Very assertive . Not at all assertive
1................. 2 ...................3 .................4 ................. 5 ................. 6 ...........
Very impulsive Not at all impulsive
Items 75 through 80 and item 82 were not used in the present 
study; instead, item 81 has been assigned the number 75.
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Now we would like you to go through the same scales for a 
second time. Again, Imagine that you are meeting a person for the 
first time and the only information you have is that she is an adult 
female. This time, please place a slach on each scale according to 
what you would expect an adult female to be like. Put an F about 
your second slash on each scale. Please be sure to mark every item.
Finally, please go through these same scales for a third and 
last time, placing a slash on each scale according to what you are 
like. Put an S above the third slash on each scale.
PLEASE FILL IN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
Last four digits of I.D. number_______________ Phone
Sex ___________ Age ___________ Marital status
Major_______________ Minor _________________ Classification
Would you be interested in finding out the results of this study?
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APPENDIX II
CLASSIFICATION OF SEX-ROLE QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
Rosenkrantz, P. S., Vogel, S. R., Bee, H., Broverman, I. K., and 
Broverman, D. M. Sex-role stereotypes and self-concepts in college 
students. J. Consult, and Clinic. Psychol.. 1968, .32, 287-295.
Clarkson, F. E., Vogel, S. R., Broverman, I. K., and Broverman, D. M., 
and Rosenkrants, P. S. Family size and sex-role stereotypes. Science, 
167, 3917 (1970), 390-392.
Classification of Items
Column A. The 70 pole of each item is classified as masculine (M) or 
feminine (F). These classifications are based on the 
judgments of 176 women and 198 men ranging in age from 
17-59. If the 70 pole of an item is classified as M. the 
10 pole is classified as F, and vice versa.
M indicates that the 70 pole is more often ascribed to men 
than to women.
F indicates that the 70 pole is more often ascribed to 
women than to men.
]_ indicates that the 70 pole is ascribed equally often to 
men and to women.
Column B. Classification of items in terms of Social Desirability (SD).
This classification is based on the average judgments of 
40 college men and 41 college women.
X indicates that the 70 pole is designated as more socially 
desirable for an adult, sex-unspecified, than the 10 pole.
A blank indicates that the 10 pole is seen as more socially 
desirable than the 70 pole.
Column C. indicates items designated as stereotypic in 2 samples of 
unmarried college students ages 17-25 years (80 women and 74 
men). An item is classified as stereotypic if the consensus 
that the 70 pole is more indicative of men than women, or
vice versa, exceeded the .001 level of probability in each sex.
Column D. jS indicates items classified as stereotypic in two samples of
married adults ranging in age from 40-59 years of age (96 
comen and 102 men). Items are classified as stereotypic if 
the consensus exceeded the .001 level of probability in both 
the sample of men and the sample of women.
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SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPE QUESTIONNAIRE
Classification of Items (cont.)
A B C D
Stereo Stereo
Item Sex of 70 Pole in in
No. 70 Pole is SD Students Adults
1 M X S s
2 M X s
3 M X
4 M X s s
5 M X s s
6 F X s s
7 ? X
8 M X s s
9 F X
10 M s s
11 F s
12 1
13 M X s s
14 M X
15 F s s
16 M X
17 F X
18 F X s s





24 M X s s
25 M X s s
26 M s
27 F s s





33 M X s
34 M X
35 F s
36 F X s s
37 ?
38 F X s s
39 ? X













































A B C D
Sex of 70 Pole Stero Stero
70 Pole Is SD Students Adults
F X s s
M X s s




M X s s
F X










M X s s
F X s
F X s s
F
M X





















OBSERVERS1 RATING SHEET AND" SCORING KEY
OBSERVERS' RATING SHEET LETTER______  NAME_____________________
DATE______ SAME SEX MIXED__________
1 . 5 4 3 2 1 (Key)
1. Assumes responsibility for
group task. ___________________________ A
2. Rate of giving suggestions
on group task.   A
3. Addresses group as a whole
rather than individuals.   A
4. Seems to be addressed when
others have serious opinions.   A
5. Seems introverted, serious, shy. ___________________________  S
6 . Seems to accept authority.   S
7. Tends to devaluate self.   S
8. Makes decisions. _________________________ A
9. Asks for suggestions, leadership. ___________________________  S
10. Talks only when addressed to. ___________________________  S
11. ______________________
1. Seems to assume he will be
successful and popular.   F
2. Arouses admiration or liking. ___________________________  F
3. Seems friendly.   F
4. Helps others contribute. ____________________________  F
5. Harmonizes.   F
6. Seems resentful. ________________________ U
7. Withholds cooperation.   U
8. Shows signs of tension and
passive resistance. _________________________ U
9. Offers support, agrees.   F
10. Expresses negative feelings.    U
III. __________________________
1. Rate of participation in group. __________________________ P
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APPENDIX IV
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SCORING THE SEX-ROLE QUESTIONNAIRE 
SCORING PROCEDURES FOR THE SEX ROLE
STEREOTYPE QUESTIONNAIRE
Item A Scores
M  S F M F S
1........ 2 ..........3 ........ 4./.../...5../...... 6 ......... 7 42 53 46
Item B
F MS
1........ 2 . 1 ....... 3........ 4 . . 5 ......... 6 ......... 7 45 22 46
Establishing stereotypic items;
For each item count the number of Ss scoring M?F and the 
number of SJs scoring M<F. In the above example item B is counted 
under M>F. Item A is counted for M<F.
Then use the larger of the two counts in the following formula:
z = . . v D .-NP . (Siegel, S., Nonparametric Statistics, McGraw Hill,
/NPQ N. Y., 1956, p. 41).
X = number of Ss scoring M>F for a given item; (or M<F)
N = total number £s answering that item;
P = Q = .5
Use X + .5 if X<NP, use X - .5 if X>NP
We have used z = 3.30 (p .001, 2 tail) as defining an item 
as stereotypic within a sample of Ss. However, when comparing two 
or more samples, such as men and women, or different age groups, only 
those items which independently meet the criterion for stereotype 
in each of the samples are used in the following computations.
Computing stereotype scores for each S .
1. Reflect for each S! the M, F, S scores of those items on which
the more socially desirable pole is the 10 pole, so that a high score
always means more socially desirable. (Reflect score = 80.0 - 
original score).






LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY COMPUTER RESEARCH CENTER 
Vanderbult Factor Analysis 
VANDFACT-VANDSMAL
Adapted for the L.S.U. IBM 360 Compled by Lynda Huggins,
Computer. Research Center Staff
This factor analysis program rotates according to the Varimax 
Criterion and then performs an oblique rotation according to the 
Promax Criterion. There are two versions of the program available: 
VANDFACT which allows a maximum of 300 variable and VANDSMAL which 
limits the number of variables to 100. The user should select the 
appropriate program on the basis of total number of variables in 
his particular data. Either version of the program will extract up 
to 30 factors.
Input may be in the form of 1) raw scores or 2) the upper 
half of a correlation matrix. The user has a choice of three types 
of analyses: 1) principal component analysis, 2) factor analysis
with estimated-iterated communalities, or 3) image analysis.
Program Input
Parameter Card:
Card Col. _____________________________ Contents________________________
1-4 N0BS, number of observations 5 9999
5-8 NVAR, number of variables .
i 100 for VANDSMAL 
£ 300 for VANDFACT
9 IFMT, number of format cards f 9
10 INPUT, logical input unit
11 N0UT, logical output unit
12 LCTN, form of input
= 0 for raw scores
= 1 for upper half of correlation matrix
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14 ITYPE, type of analysis
= 1 for principal components
= 2 for factor analysis with estimated-iterated 
communalities 
= 3 for image analysis
17-20 FI21AX, = minimum loading for salient variable for
Wrigley's Rotational Criterion for the number 
of factors, provided this number is less than 
the smaller of either the Guttman's Latent Root 
Criterion or Bartlett's Statistical Criterion.
If FLMAX = 0, Wrigley's is not run.
If FIMAX > .99, FLMAX is assumed to be the 
number of factors extracted and, in this case, 
must be < 30.0
21-80 TITLE, any alphameric title information 
Variable Label Cards: (8 labels per card in the following format)
Card Col. ________________________ Contents______________________
3-10 Label for 1st variable
13-20 Label for 2nd variable
73-80 Label for 8th variable
Continue on as many additional cards as necessary. Total number 
of labels must agree with NVAR entry on the parameter card.
Variable Format Card(s):
One to nine 80-column format cards describing the input data 
in F and X-type format specifications. An open parenthesis must 
precede the first specifications and a closed parenthesis should 
follow the final specification. Note: If input consists of raw
data, the variable format card(s) must include an additional identi­
fication field (A-type format) prior to the F-type data fields.
Example: for 25 variables— (A3,2X,25F1.0)
Data Cards: Input data as specified on the variable format card(s).
APPENDIX VI





60 thinks before acting
55 independent
50 skilled in business
49 separates feelings from ideas





46 likes math and science
41 not emotional
41 knows the way of the world
40 makes decisions easily
38 ambitious
38 never gives up easily
35 uncomfortable when people express emotions
52 SEX
B
73 unaware of feelings of others
72 cold
59 not kind
59 not understanding of others
59 does not express tender feelings
58 not helpful to others
55 rough
53 not able to devote self to others
49 blunt
48 ungrateful




67 self confident 
63 runs the show
60 forward
















































knows the way of the world
outgoing
separates feelings from ideas
never gives up easily
















not excitable in minor crises 
not emotional 
never cries
feelings not easily hurt




































not conceited about appearance 







never gives up easily
aggressive
acts as a leader
minds things not clear
restless
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